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abstract 

DETERMINATION OF BOND ENTHALPIES IN S02(S02)n 

CLUSTERS WITH HIGH PRESSURE MASS SPECTROMETRY. 

Sulphur dioxide (S02) is one of the most important air pollutants. It causes 

acid rain and can form clusters that influence the climate. We get information 

about the bond enthalpies and the entropy of these clusters by studying the 

equilibrium constants Kn of the reactions S02(S02)n + S02 ~ S02(S02)n+l 

at pressures between 50 and 150 torr. The relation between the equilibrium 

constant and the enthalpy and entropy change in a clustering reaction is given 

by the van't Hoff equation RTlnK =-öHO+TöSO. The partial pressures n n n 

necessary to calculate Kn are determined with a quadrupale mass filter. To 

increase the speed of the measurements the experiment has been automated; it 

is now possible to do a complete series of measurements without manual 

intervention. Comparison of the experimental data with a theoretica! model 

indicates that charge-dipole, dipole-dipole, and charge-quadrupale interactions 

are important binding farces in these clusters, and that the charge is not 

localized on one ion, but spread out over several molecules. 
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CHAPTER 1 In trod uction 

§ 1.1 The experiment 

In the last fifteen years, the research in the field of ion-molecule reactions has much been 

intensified. In partienlar clustering processes of neutral molecules on an ion core have been the 

subject of an increasing number of experiments. 1t is believed that these clusters play an 

important role in the processes that take place in the earth's atmosphere, as well as on the 

other planets in our solar system and their satellites that have an atmosphere. 

Studying the formation processes helps us to gain insight in the structure and the properties of 

these clusters and the role they play in the atmosphere. 

The "Laboratoire de Physique des Gaz et des Plasmas", of the "Universite de Paris XI", in 

Orsay has investigated several kinds of clusters. Earlier it has studied nitrogen clusters around 

a positive core: X.(N2)n, where X= H2cN+, C2H5+, NO+, o 2+, o+4 and n ~ 6, and 

recently sulphurdioxide clusters around a negative core : X.(S02)n, where X = so;, so;.o2, 

so;.o2 and n~ 10 . 

The experiment consists of using high pressure mass speetrometry to determine the relative 

concentrations of these clusters in different gases: pure so2, a mixture of so2 and 02, and a 

mixture of S02 and Ar. With these data we can calculate the equilibrium constants Kn of the 

different clustering reactions, and using the van't Hoff relation RTlnK=-~H+T~S this gives 

us information about the binding energies and the structures of these clusters. As a part of my 

study for M. Sc. in physics at the Technical University of Eindhoven I have done a training 

program in the LPGP, in the context of an ERASMUS program of the EEC. There it was my 

assignment to reduce the duration of the measurements, to make it easier to determine the 

extremely low concentrations of the higher order S02(S02)n clusters (n 2: 7). 

First we will discuss the environmental background of the experiment. 

In the second chapter we will discuss the theoretica! background of the experiment: the first 

paragraph describes the reaction mechanism of the formation of clusters, the second contains a 

derivation of the van't Hoff relation, and the third is about the types of interactions that play 

a role in clustering ractions. 
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The third chapter depiets the experiment itself: the first paragraph describes the mass 

spectrometer setup, thesecondis about the devices that are used to automate the experiment. 

The results that are obtained with the experiment are shown in chapter four, and the 

conclusions that we can draw about the structure of these clusters, camparing theoretica! 
model with the experimental data. 

§ 1.2 The earth's atmosphere 

Theearth's atmosphere consists mainly of nitrogen (78%) and oxygen (20.9%)[1]. Further we 

find argon (0.95%) and carbon dioxide (0.03%). All other constituents, natural ones and 

pollution alike, are present in very small concentrations. Still, their influence in the earth's 

ecological processes is very important. The fact that species that are present in such small 

concentrations have so much effect indicates that they play a key role in the processes taking 

place, and as a first step it is very important to understand the way in which they intervene. 

One of the pollutants which is particularly destructive is sulphur [2]. Sulphur is present in the 

atmosphere in different farms : molecules like S02, S03, H2SO 4 {sulphuric acid), CS2, H2S; 

ions like so!-; and clusters like HS04(H2S04)n(H20)m and S02(S02)n. The total 

concentratien of sulphur-containing particles is about 167 p.p.t.(parts per trillion =10-
12

), 

very little indeed. 

The transport mechanisms, which doubtlessly play an important role, can be divided into two 

kinds: "dry" deposition, where non-soluble species (like H2S) are absorbed irreversibly by the 

earth, soil, or plants; and "humid" deposition, where soluble pollutants are transported by 

clouds and rain. Humid deposition is the most destructive, since it is easily transported by 

rain and rivers, and because in water sulphur is easily converted into sulphuric acid, where it 

influences the acidity of the environment. Most of the sulphur-containing species provening 

from human activity (like so2,so3,H2SO 4) are well soluble. 
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§ 1.3 Sourees of sulphur dioxide 

Indirect natura! sourees 

Indirect sourees of so2 are sourees that do not emit so2 itself, but chemica! species that 

contain sulphur, and are liable to be transformed into so2 in the atmosphere. One of the 

processes that thus contribute to the so2 emission is the decomposition of organic materials, 

containing sulphur. This accounts for an emission of 58.109 kg of sulphur per year above the 

continents, and 48.109kg/year. above the oceans. The sulphur is emitted into the atmosphere 

as H2S, ( CH3)2s2, CS2 and COS. 

Another indirect natura! souree is the evaporation of ocean water, containing sulphur; 44.109 

kg/year of sulphur is emitted this way. 

Table 1.1 shows the processes by which the H2S, CS2 and COS are converted into S02_ lt 

shows that the conversion processes take place in several steps, and that for H2S and COS 

there are even several different ways. 

Table 1.1 also shows us the reaction energy of these reactions, and forsome of them, the rate 

constant at 250C( =298K). 

Direct natura! sources. 

These are the processes that directly emit S02. The most important one is the emission of 

so2 by volcanic activity. The so2 emitted by volcanos, however, is very hot, and most of it 

reacts with oxygen to form so3. The quantity of sulphur emitted by volcanos is estimated af 

2.109 kg/year, while the part of it that gets into the atmosphere as so2 is about 0.75 

109kgjyear. 



réactions chaleur de réaction k29s 
(k,J I mol) (cm3 I molécule.s) 

sulfure d'hydrogènc 

OH + H2S ~ HS + H20 -114 5,2 x 10-12 

HS + 02 ~OH+ SO - 102 $4 x 10-17 

~so2+H -225 

HS + 03 ~ HSO + 02 $-234 

~0H+S0+0 +4 

HSO + 02 ~ H02 + SO $27 

HSO + 03 ~ OH + SO + 02 -77,8 

S0+03 ~S02+0 -52,6 9 x 10-18 

so + 03 ~ so2 + 02 -445 6 x 10-14 

disulfure de carbone 

OH + CS2 ~ SCSOH (< 0,07 - 2,0) x 10-12 

SCSOH + 02 ~COS+ S02 + H -299 

sulfure carbonyle 
OH + COS ~ C02 + HS - 146,5 6 x 10-16 

0 + cos ~ co + so -213 1,4 x 10-14 

COS+ hv ~CO+ S(3P, lD) 

SC1D) + N2 ~ S(3P) + N2 - 110,4 ~ 1,2 x 10-11 

S(3P) + 02 ~ SO + 0 -22,8 2 x 10-12 

SO + 02 ~ S02 + 0 -52,6 9 x10-18 

Table 1.1 Processes in the atmosphere that convert H2S, CS2 and COS into S02 



Production Facteur Emission Total 
ct utilisation d'émission de souh·e en % 

Type de souree (109 kg I an) (gSikg) (109 kg SI an) 

' 

cambustion du charbon brut 1830 24,5 44,1 

cambustion du lignite 930 17,8 16,6 

coke 473 2,7 1,3 60,0 

raffinage du pétrole 3672,8 . 1,0 3,7 

essence des moteurs 854 0,36 0,3 

diesel et fuel domestique 854,3 2,23 1,9 

carburants provenant de 1273 18 22,9 

résidus lourds 

coke de pétrole 45,2 6,75 0,3 28,1 

fonte de cuivre 7,9 1000 7,9 

raffinage du cuivre 8,7 175 1,5 

fonte du plomb 3,4 235 0,8 

fonte du zinc 5,1 100 0,5 10,4 

acidc sulfurique 105,7 12 1,3 

pate à papier 240,1 1 0,3 1,5 

émissions totales 103,4 

table 1.2 Sulphur emission by human activities in 1976 
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Human sources. 

Table 1.2 shows the most important human activities which emit sulphur: cambustion of fossil 

fuels, and the production of non-ferro metals, paper and sulphuric acid for industrial 

purposes. The first column shows how much fossil fuel is used, and the quantity of metals, 

paper, and acid that is produced. The second column shows how much sulphur is emitted per 

kg of product. The third column shows the sulphur emission which results, and the percentage 

of the total human sulphur emission. The largest contribution is the cambustion of carbon in 

different forms (60%). The cambustion of petrol and its derived products is about half as 

important (28%), the melting of non-ferro metals (10.4%), and the production of sulphuric 

acid and paper {1.5%) are of less importance. The sulphur in the fossil fuels is present in the 

form of organic compounds, and they are practically all converted into so2 in the cambustion 

process. The human emission of sulphur is increasing dramatically. Fig 1.1 shows the human 

emission of sulphur from 1860 to 1980, and the consumption of fossil combustibles . 
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Global sulphur emission (•) and fuel consumption H from 1850 to 1976 
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The effect of the pollution is even aggravated by the fact that most of the human production 

of so2 is concentrated at medium latitudes on the northern hemisphere while the maximum 

natural production is concentrated in the tropics. This means that most of the S02 pollution 

occurs in a region where the nature is accustomed to low natural so2 levels, and therefore 

more vulnerable. Further we see that the so2 level is peaked near the industrial regions, and 

there nature is severely damaged. 
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§ 1.4 Consequences of S02 polintion 

In the last fifteen years we have begun to see the effects of acid rain on a world scale (see fig 

1.2). 

figure 1.2 

THE 5-LEVEL MODEL 

LOCAL 
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ENVIRONMENT TION 
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The 5-level model a.dopted by the dutch government links the type of 

polintion and the scale of its consequences 

so2 is, with N02, one of the causes of it. Precipitations (rain, snow and hail) have always 

been slightly acid, by natural causes. The natural acidity of rain, expressed in pH, is 5.6. The 

presence of H2SO 4 and HN03 have caused an important decrease of the pH. 

In the north-east of the United States the average pH of rain is now about 4, and the pH of 

the LosAngeles smog is about 2. 

But S02 does not only affect the acidity of rain, it also influences the condensation processes 

that lead to rain. This is because S02 can form clusters in the atmosphere that act as 

ae.rosols. 
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Aerosols are particles that are suspended in the air. If these particles are liquid, we speak of 

clouds or fog; if the aerosol is solid, we speak of smoke or dust. The condensation of water into 

raindrops usually begins with an aerosol, because the effective cross-section of an attachment 

is very big. The probability that a water molecule is attached to another water molecule is 

therefore much smaller than the probability of an attachment to an aerosol, so the presence of 

aerosols has a great influence on the climate. Aerosols consisting of neutral molecules around 

an ion core, like the so;.(s02)n clusters that we study in Orsay, are even more effective 

because of the long range Coulomb potential of the negative charge. We see that the influence 

of these clusters is doubled by the fact that they help the formation of rain, which they 

consequently acidify because so2 can easily react with water to form H2SO 4. This partly 

explains the importance of this pollutant. 
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CHAPTER2 Theory 

§ 2.1 Clustering processes 

The clusters which are concerned in this experiment are of the type: 

(2.1) 

In this paragraph we will discuss the processes which are involved in the formation of these 

clusters, first qualitatively, and then in a more quantitative way. 

The reactions take place in a reaction chamber filled initially with pure sulphur dioxide (S02) 

gas at pressures of about 100 torr. In this chamber three radioactive sourees are placed 

e41 Am) that emit alpha radiation. The total a emission is about 40 Ji-Cifcm2
(d M Bq), the 

energy of the a particles is of the order of 5.4 Me V and the half-life time is 458 years. These 

alpha particles break up the sulphur dioxide and the reaction products ( the clusters) that are 

present. In this process electrans can be liberated with a wide range of kinetic energies, and 

these electrans are captured by other S02 molecules. Experimental studies on the process of 

ionizing so2 have shown that the so2 molecule is a triangular molecule with an angle 

0-S-0 of 119.5° and that the distance S-0 is 1.43 A. For the so; ion these valnes are 110° 

and 1.49Á respectively. The electron affinity of S02 has also been determined: laser 

photoelectron spectroscopy experiments yield an electron affinity of 1.095±0.008 eV [3]. 

The electron attachment takes place in two steps. First the electron and the molecule form an 

excited, unstable ion with a very short lifetime: 

(2.2) 

The asterisk denotes that the ion is excited, absorbing the surplus energy of the collision. 

Then, a number of things can happen, depending on the kinetic energy of the electron in the 

center of mass system of the molecule. 
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For low energy electrans (Ek. < 0.5 eV) we abserve the following processes: m 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

(2.3c) 

-* * so2 ~so2 +e 
-* -so2 ~so2+hv 
-* -M+S02 ~so2+M 

In the first case, the S02 loses the electron befare it can be stabilized, and the electron will be 

able to attach to another molecule. In the second case, the ion loses its excitation energy in 

the form of radiation, keeping its electron. In the third case, the ion is stabilized by the 

callision with a third body M, which takes away the excitation energy. 

In our experiment, M will nearly always be an so2 molecule because although we do not 

know the absolute concentrations of the clusters, they are small compared to the 

concentration of S02. It is shown that at the high pressures that we have, the third reaction is 

the most important occurring way to stabilize the negative ion. 

This is called the nuclear resonance principle of Feshbach. It means that there is a coupling 

between the nuclear motion (the molecular vibration) and the translation energy of the 

electron. It will be the vibrational modes of the molecule that are excited in a collision. If the 

absorbed energy matches with a vibrationallevel, the lifetime of the excited ion will he langer, 

and the probability will be higher that it is stabilized by a callision or by radiation befare it 

loses the electron. 

For higher electron energies ( Ekin>5eV) only destructive reactions take place: 

(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

-* -so2 ~so +O 
~so+o-

The electron affinities of SO, and 0 being 1.13 eV and 1.46 eV respectively, and the binding 

enthalpy of the S-SO bond being 5.52 eV, we can expect that these two processes require a 

minimum electron energy of 4.39 eV and 4.06 eV. 
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The S02 that is thus formed can beoome the core of an S02.(SO:)n cluster, where n is called 

the order of the cluster. A cluster can grow by successive attachment of S02 molecules, but it 

can also lose molecules by detachment reactions. The reaction equation of attachment and 

detachment between clusters of succeeding order can be written as: 

(2.5) 

The point in this notation indicates that the binding energies between the S02 molecules and 

the rest of the cluster are much smaller than the binding energies between the atoms forming 

the molecules ( ~::: 0.1 eV as opposed to ~::: 5 eV). 

We will now look at the reaction mechanisms of attachment and detachment, taking the 

transition between zeroth and first order clusters as an example. 

Like the ionisation of so2 the attachment takes place in two steps. First there is a Collision 

between an S02 ion and an S02 molecule, which form an excited unstable cluster; we call this 

the _fomposition. Then, to complete the reaction, in the second step this cluster has to be 

~abilized by a callision with a third body M, before it _4ecomposes into the reactants again. 

The corresponding reaction equations willlook like: 

(2.6) 

* where the indicates the the cluster is excited; and 

(2.7) 

As in the case of ionisation, M is nearly always S02. 

We see that apart from the three reactions we already discussed, a fourth one is possible. It is 

the inverse of stabilization , and we will call it _!!Ctivation. It describes the process of a stable 

cluster in the ground state which is excited (activated) by a collision with M. If this cluster 

isn't stabilized by another callision with another M before it decomposes, a detachment 

reaction will have taken place. 
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We are now interested in a more quantitative description of these processes, because this will 

give us information about the properties of these clusters. To do this, we will express the 

reaction rate, i.e. the number of reactions that take place per second, in terms of the rate of 

change of the concentration of one of the species involved. We can expect this to he 

proportional to the number of coliisions between the reactants, so it will also he proportional 

to the product of the concentrations of the reactants, each concentration raised to the power 

of its coefficient in the reaction equation (in our case this is always one, but for a reaction 

which requires two molecules X, the concentration of X will be squared ). Even if there is only 

one reactant, which means that the reaction isn't provoked by a collision, but is a 
* spontaneons process (like for instanee the decomposition reaction where the so;.so2 is the 

only reactant), the reaction rate is proportional to the concentration. For example, the 

reaction rate of 

(2.8) 

is 

(2.9) 1/2 d[X]/ dt=d[Y]/ dt=-k[X]2[Y][Z]3 

The proportionality constantkis called the rate constant. We now have: 

(2.10)( combination rate) = -d[S02 ] 
dt c 

(2.11 )( decomposition rate) - * = -d[S02.so2) 

dt d 

(2.12)(stabilization rate) * = -d[so;.so2] 

dt s 

(2.13)(activation rate) = -d[so;.so2) 

dt a 
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We can combine the two steps, and write the rates of the overall reactions similarly: 

(2.14)(attachment rate) = -d[S02 ) 
dt + 

(2.15)(detachment rate) 

Of course these equations are applicable only in the case that there is only one process that 

can change the concentration that is described. In general, and in our case too, we have to 

take into account the different contributions of all concerned processes. This gives: 

* (2.16) -d[so; ) = kc[so; )[so2) - kd[so;.so2) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

and 

(2.19) 

dt 

d[so;.so;) = kc[so; )[so2)-kd[so;.so;)-ks[so;.so;)[M]+ ka[so;.so2)[MJ 
dt 

* d[so;-.so2) = ks[so;.so2)[MJ- ka[so;.so2)[MJ 
dt 

-d[S02J 
dt 

=k+[so; ][so2)-k_[so;.so2) = d[so;-.so2) 
dt 

Because their lifetime is very short, we can suppose that every excited cluster either 

decomposes or stahilizes immediately, and that its concentration will therefore always be zero. 

In that case, the intermediate step can't act like a buffer, and eqs (2.16) and (2.18) will have 

to be identical to eq (2.19) 

With 

* (2.20) d[so;.so2)=o 

dt 
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we can solve eq (2.17) for [so;.so;] and substitute this in eqs (2.16) and (2.18): 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

* * o = kc[so; ][so2]-kd[so;.so2]-ks[so;.so2][M]+ ka[so;.so2][M] 

[so;.so;] = kc[S02 ][S02 ] + ka [so;-.so2][M] --+ 

--<i[so; 1 
dt 

kd+ks[M] 

=(kc+ kckd )[S02][S02]+ 

kd+ks [M] 

ka kd[M] [so;.so2]= 

kd+ks[M] 

= d[so;. so2] = 

dt 
kc ks[M] [S02 ][S02]+ ( ka ks[M]+ ka[M])[S02.S02]= 

kd+ks[M] kd+ks[M] 

Identification leads to 

(2.24) k+ = kcks[M] 

kd+ks[M] 

k_ = ka kd[M] 

kd+ks[M] 

In our case [M]=[S02], which is proportional to the pressure. The pressure is high enough to 

suppose ks[M]>>kd, so we approximate: 

(2.25a) (2.25b) 

Approximation (2.25a) reflects that we suppose that (nearly) every excited cluster will be 

stabilized befare it decomposes, so the attachment rate is equal to the composition rate. The 

physical meaning of approximation (2.25b) is that the ratio kd/ks[M] is the fraction of excited 

clusters that decompose in stead of being stabilized, so the detachment rate is the activatien 

rate times that probability. 
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If an equilibrium is attained, there will be as many attachments as detachments, so the 

concentrations will be constant if our system is closed. This allows us to determine the 

equilibrium constant K, defined as k +/k _, by measuring these concentrations: 

(2.26) 

(2.27) K= k + = [so;.so 2 ] = kcks 

k [S02J [ S 0 2] kakd 

The reasoning for the case of higher order clusters is similar, so we have: 

(2.28) Kn = [so;.(so2)n+1] 

[so;.(so2)n] [so2] 

We are interested in the temperature dependenee of K (also referenced to as K 1 or n n- ,n 

Kn,n+1), which of course depends on the temperature dependences of the rate constants. In 

the absence of other information, kc and ks are often equated to the callision rate constant Z, 

which is defined as the ratio between the callision rate and the product of the concentrations 

of the colliding particles. Z is proportional to the square root of the temperature, so 

(2.29) 

although it is proposed that the probability that a cluster captures an so2 molecule increases 

with decreasing thermal kinetic energy of the particles, so perhaps in reality kc increases with 

decreasing temperature 
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A qualitative description of kd ( which describes the the rate at which excited clusters 

decompose) that is used by several workers is [4] : 

(2.30) 

where Evib is the total vibrational energy of the system, Ecrit is the critical energy for 

decomposition, and s is the effective number of oscillators that can contribute energy to the 

decomposition. In the case of decomposition of an excited cluster, E .t is the dissociation en 
energy D, and Evib is taken to be D+rkT, where r is a small number which depends on the 

size of the attached molecules. Since so2 is fairly small, and we work at low temperatures, it 

is reasonable to suppose that D > > rkT, so 

(2.31) 

The rate at which stabie clusters are activated in a collision with an energy greater than the 

critica! energy, depends on the collision rate Z (again with a temperature dependenee T112), 

and the probability that the sum of the internal vibrational energy of the cluster and the 

translational energy of the relative motion of the colliding particles exceeds the critica! energy 

D for decomposition [5]. The rate constant for the activation reaction is given by [6] : 
(2.32) ka=Ze-DfkT 1 (D/kT)s, 

ST 
where s is the number of oscillators that can contribute energy. We thus find temperature 

dependences of 

(2.33) and 

for the attachment and detachment rate constants, and 

(2.34) 

for the equilibrium constant. 
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This expression is dominated by the exponential term. Therefore we may expect that a plot of 

lnKn versus 1/T will yield a set of strait lines. This can also he deduced from a 

thermodynamica} point of view, as we will show in the next paragraph 

§ 2.2 The van't Hoff relation 

In thermodynamics the enthalpy H is defined in terms of the internal energy U, the pressure 

P, and the volume V of a gas as [7]: 

(2.35) H=U+PV, 

so its differential is 

(2.36) dH=dU+PdV+VdP 

If the only work that is doneon the gas is "P-V" work , we can write for the heat flow dq: 

(2.37) dq=dU+PdV 

hence 

(2.38) dH=dq+VdP 

If in addition the work is done reversibly we may write 

(2.39) dq=TdS, 

so 

(2.40) dH=TdS+VdP 

Moreover, we can define the free enthalpy G, also known as the Gibbs function: 

(2.41) G=U+PV-TS 

In this equation, T is the temperature and S is the entropy 

We now consider a closed system, filled withapure perfect gas. 

Because for perfect gases 

(2.42) PV=nRT 

and dn=O, we can only vary two of the three parameters (P ,V, and T) 

independently. We choose PandT, and the total differential of the Gibbs function is: 

(2.43) dG=(aG/aT)pdT+(8G/8P)TdP 

Also, we have directly from (2.41) 

(2.44) dG=dU+PdV+ VdP-TdS-SdT 

which, combined with (2.37) and (2.39) yields: 

(2.45) dG=-SdT+VdP 
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Therefore we can identify 

(2.46) S=-{00/flr)p and 

(2.47) V= (00/oP)T 

Because 

(2.48) V=(OO/oP)T=nRT/P, or 

( 00/ OlnP )T=nR T 

we have, by integration, the free enthalpy of a perfect gas at a certain temperature, as a 

function of the pressure: 

(2.49) G(P)=G(P')+nRTlnP /P' 

We can take for P' the standard pressure po ( =1 bar) and call ao=G(PO) the standard free 

enthalpy: 

(2.50) G(P)=GO+nRTlnP /Po 

We now define the chemica! potential p, as the molar free enthalpy. 

(2.51) p,=G/n=p,O+RTlnP /Po 

The reason for this name is, that chemica! systems, for example a mixture of gases that can 

react, will search for the minimum total chemica! potential. 

If n can vary, that is, if gas molecules can enter or escape our system, we will have to add 

another term to the total differential for G to take this into account. This is now: 

(2.52) dG=( OG/ llr)p dT+( oG/ oP)T dP+( oGf Bn)p Tdn ,n ,n , 

We can easily see that 

(2.53) (00/Bn)pT=p, 
' 

Now if our gas is a mixture of constituents A., and the quantities n. of A. can vary, the 
1 1 1 

perfect gas law reads 

(2.54) P.V=n.RT, 
1 1 

with Ln·=n, and I:P.=P, where P. is the partial pressure of constituent i, i.e. the pressure 
1 1 1 

that there would be if only Ai were present in V. 

This gives us for the partial chemica! potential p,i' that is, the chemica! potential of Ai: 

(2.55) p,.=p,9+RTln P.fPO, 
1 1 1 

with I:p,.=p,, and for the total differential of G: 
1 

(2.56) dG=-SdT+ VdP+!:p,idni 
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If the constituents can react, the temperature, the pressure, the numbers of particles Ai' and 

the total number of particles can change. During the reaction, the chemica! potential of all 

components, and the total chemica! potential will change, and the reaction will always 

praeeed into the direction of decreasing chemica! potential. An equilibrium will be attained 

when the total chemica! potential is minimaL So, in terms of chemica! potential, the 

equilibrium condition is: 

(2.57) djL=O 

The general stoichiometrie equation (reaction equation) for the reaction of Al'A2,A3, ... into 

A 'A 'A' . 1' 2 ' 3 , ... IS 

(2.58) v1A1+v2A2+v3A3 ... ;::: v1'A1'+v2'A2'+v3'Aa'··· 

The constants vi and vi' are called the stoichiometrie coefficients, and they denote the number 

of molecules of each species involved in one reaction. For each time a reaction occurs, 

dn.=-v., and dn.'=v.'. 
1 1 1 1 

If we now describe the rate of the reaction in terms of production or destruction of the 

different species, the outcome would depend on which species we are looking at, so we wish to 

express the reaction rate in a unique way. We do this by introducing the advancement of a 

reaction, denoted by À which is defined as: 

(2.59) d.X=--dn1/v1 =-dn2/v2= ... =dn1' /v1'= ... 

For a reaction in equilibrium the free enthalpy is at its minimum, so a further advancement 

doesnotchange G anymore: 

(2.60) dG/d.x=O,-~G=O 

(2.61) dG=tt1 dn1 +tt2d~+tt3dn3+ ... -J.t1'dn1'-tt2'dn2'-tta'dn3'-... 

=d.X( v 1~-'1 +v2~-'2 + v 3~-'3 + · · .-v 1' ~-'1'-v2'J.t2'-v3'J.t3'-. · · )=O 

-+(v1~-'1 +v2J.t2+v3J.t3+ ... -v1'~-'1'-v2'~-'2'-v3'J.t3'-. ·· )=O 
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This means that: 

(2.62) 

v1RTlnP 1 +v2RTlnP 2+vaRTlnP a+ ... -v1'RTlnP 1'-v2'RTlnP 2'-va'RTlnP a'-... 

+vl~-'1 o+v2~-'2 o+va~-'a o+ ... -vl '~-'1 'o-v2' ~-'2 'o-va' ~-'a ,o __ .. =0 

-.. RTln(PifPoti (P2/Pot2 (P3fPot3. .. 

(P /P 0)vl (P /P 0 )v2 (P fPO)va 

=v u O+v u O+v u o -v 'u '0-v 'u 10 v 1 11_ 10 
1~"'1 2~"'2 a,..a ... 1 ~"'1 2 ~"'2 - a ,..a 

We can identify the right hand side of this expression with the free enthalpy change at 

standard pressure. Since this evidently does not depend on the pressure, the left hand side 

does not either. As we have seen, the equilibrium constant is defined as: 

(2.6a) K= [A 1 'tl'[A2 't2'[Aa 'ta' ... 

[ A1tl [ A2t2 [ Aata 

It now follows that 

(2.64) RTlnK=-~GO 

We now have the same temperature dependency of K as we have found in the previous 

paragraph: 

(2.65) 

if we identify the dissociation energy with the free enthalpy change. 

One thing should be noted, however: in the previous paragraph the exponential behaviour of 

K was the result of the approximation that the exponent dominated all other T-dependent 

behaviour, and here the exponential behaviour seems to be exact. This is a consequence of a 

silent assumption we have made, namely that ~GO, the free enthalpy change of the reaction 

at standard pressure does not depend on the temperature. lt does, however, and therefore the 

result of this paragraph is also an approximation. 

The last equation can also be written in the form 

(2.66) 
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and this is called the van't Hoff relation. If we now measure the value of K for several 

temperatures, and and make a plot of In K versus 1/T we will find a straight line of which the 

slopeis determined by ~Ho and the intercept by ~so in agreement with our condusion of the 

previous paragraph .. 

§ 2.3 Enthalpy changes in clustering processes. 

With the van't Hoff plots we can determine the enthalpy change of a clustering reaction. 

In chapter 5 the experimental results will be compared with the results of calculations based 

on a theoretica! model. This model describes the potential energy of the clusters, with respect 

to the situation where all of its components are seperated. Since these calculations are very 

complex, it is impossible to do these calculations analytically. Therefore they have been 

calculated numerically, taking into account only a limited set of interactions. In this 

paragraph we will consider the interactions that are incorporated in the model, and the 

concepts on which the model is based. 

The enthalpy change of a clustering reaction is the energy, gained by the so2 molecules when 

they are attracted by the force field of the ion.(see fig 2.1 , taking the case of n=4). 

figure 2.1 Four S02 molecules attracted by an S02 ion. 
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The potential energy function of this system will contain several terms, descrihing the 

different kinds of interactions. We will distinguish two types, "chemical" and "physical" 

interactions. 

The physical interactions are characterized by their relatively long range, they are of a 

classica! electrastatic nature and in our case, they are always attractive. 

The chemica! interactions are characterized by their short range, they are caused by 

interactions between electron clouds, and repulsive. 

The potential energy gain is now found by looking for the minimum of the potential energy of 

the system, varying the intermolecular distance. 

Physical interactions. 

In genera!, the electrastatic potential of a space charge distribution p(r) is given by [8]: 

(2.67) cp(r)=/ p(r')d3r' 
47rEir'-rl 

If we can think of the space charge as concentrated in charges qi' we can write 

(2.68) cp(r)=E qi 
i----

47rEiri-rl 

figure 2.2 The potential cp(r) caused by the charge distribution qi 
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Equation can be expanded in powers of r/r: 
- AA AA 2 

cp(r)= 1 !:· q.(l+r.r. [r·] + 3(r.r.)-1 [r·] + ... ) -4- 1 1 1 1 1 1 
'11U - -

r 2 r 
A A 

(2.69) 

where r and r. are the lengths of veetors Ï and Ï., and r and r. are veetors of unit length in the 
1 1 1 

direction of Ï and Ïi 

If we define: 

(2.70) 

(2.71) 

(2.72) 

we can write: 

(2.73) 

qtot=!:iqi=the total charge, 

P, = !:iqiri=the dipole moment, 

Q=!:.q.(3Ï.Ï.-r2I)= the quadrupale moment, 
1 1 1 1 

A A A 

~(Ï)=_l_(qt t+ g + r.Q.r + ... ) 
47rEI 

0 
r r 2 

The successive termsin this equation describe respectively the charge, dipole, and quadrupale 

con tribution to the electrastatic potential of the ion 
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The general expression for the potential energy of a system of charges in an external field is: 

(2. 74) u= 1 p(r')cp(r')d3r', 
or 

(2.75) r.q.cp(r.) 
J J J 

if the space charge is concentrated in charges. (see fig 2.3). 

figure 2.3 The potential energy of charge distribution q. in the external field cp(r) 
J 

caused by charge dis tribution q .. 
1 

lf the distances between the charges are small compared to variations of the field, we can 

expand cp(r) 

(2.76) k,l=x,y,z 

and approximate: 

(2. 77) U=L·q.(cp(r0)+(r.-r0).Vcp(r0)+1/2 E L(r.k-r0k)(rJ1-r01)a2cp(ro) + ... ) 
J J J k 1 J 8rkar1 

(- -v- '{""'{"" ) )a2cp(r) =qtotcp r0) + J.t. cp(r0)+1/2 1... t...(r.k -r0k (rjcr01 -=--~-
kl J lJrkor 1 

=qtotcp(ro)-jL.E(ro)-1/61: EQk 1 lJEI(ro) 
, ark 

The successive terms in this equation describe respectively the charge, dipole, and quadrupale 

contri bution to the potential energy of a system of charges in an external electric field 
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We now apply this general theory to our case, the case of the system of one so2 ion and 

several S02 molecules. The first simplification we will make will he that we suppose that the 

molecules do not interact with each other. This permits us to regard our system as a number 

of independent molecules in the field of the ion. We will now consider the different 

characteristics of the ion and the molecules. 

First, the charges. It is evident that the total charge of the molecules is zero, the total charge 

of the ion is -e. The dipole moments are more complicated, due to the structure of S02: 

because the electronegativity of oxygen is bigger than that of sulphur, the binding electrans 

forming the two S-Q honds will he closer, on the average, to the oxygen atoms than to the 

sulphur atom. The two oxygen atoms will therefore he negatively charged, and the sulphur 

atom will he positively charged, the total charge being zero (the extra charge of the ion 

doesn't count in the calculation of the dipole moment). In the absence of an external field, we 

can presurne on symmetry grounds that the two oxygen atoms are equally charged: 

figure 2.4 Stru~,ture of the so
2 

molecule. It has a dipole moment J.L=qdcose /2 
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This gives us a permanent dipole moment of J.L=qdcos9/2 (for S02: d=l.44Á, 9=119.5° and 

J.L= 1.63 Debeye, where 1 Debeye =3.33 * 10-3° Coulomb meter) as opposed to the linear C02 

molecule for instance, which has a permanent dipole moment J.L=O, even though the oxygen 

atoms are charged negatively and the carbon atom positively: 

figure 2.5 Structure öfthe C0
2 

molecule. It has a dipole moment J.L=O 

Whether a molecule has a permanent dipole moment or not, an external field can also cause a 

change in the charge distribution, and induce an additional dipole moment. In a first order 

approximation 

external field.: 

(2.78) 

(2.79) 

we can presurne that the induced dipole moment is proportional to the 

- - -
J.Ltot =J.Lperm +J.Lind 

~· d =aE In 

The constant a is called the polarizability. We suppose that the field of the molecules is too 

weak to cause an induced dipole moment in the ion. 

The expression for the potential energy U of the molecules in the field of the ion is now the 

sum of the contributions Uk of each molecule k 

(2.80) 

The factor 1/2 in the second term is an integration factor caused by the {act that J.Lind is 

proportional toE, and therefore depends on r. 
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We further suppose that in order to minimize the potential energy, the molecules will align 

their dipole moments with the field of the ion, so we can simply take the scalar products 

instead of the vector products. 

Equations (2.77) and (2.80) now give: 

(2.81) 

U=Ek[ -11ce + 11c 

47rEI~ 
jtion -ark(rk.jtion) 

47rEI3 

+ a e 2 +quadrupole term 
- (47rff ) 
2 

The successive terms in this equation describe respectively the contribution of the 

charge-permanent dipole, charge-induced dipole, and dipole-dipole interactions 

chemica! intera.ctions 

The physical intera.ctions all being a.ttra.ctive, the potential energy as a. function of the 

intermolecular dista.nce has no minimum if only these were taken into account. We know, 

however, tha.t this is not the case. As a result of interactions between the electron clouds, 

there is a repulsive potential when the molecules are very near ("touching") 

The simplest model to take this into account is the hard sphere model, which results in adding 

a term to the potential which is zero for distances greater than some critica! distance ( the 

"radius"), and infinite for smaller values. 

A more subtie a.pproximation, the one we will adopt, is the so-called Lennard-Jones potential 

(see fig 2.6): 

This potential conta.ins two empirica! parameters which are adjusted to fit experimental data. 

They determine the distance at which the potential energy is zero (for r=oo a.nd r=u), the 

distance at which the potentialis minimal (for r= 21/ 6 u), and the depth of the potential at 

its minimum (ULJ(2116u)=--r) 



figure 2.6 
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The Lennard-Jones potential. 

The total potential of an S02 cluster is now: 

(2.84) 

12 6 -JLk JL· -ark( r k.jL. ) 2 
U==Lk(4r ((o/rk) -(u/rk) ] + 47rH2-+jL( IOn 3 IOn )+ __! ae 2 +quadr term+ ... 

k 47rHk 2 ( 47rH) 

With a model based on this simplified potential we can predict the enthalpy changes of 

clustering reactions and compare them with our own experimental data. 
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figure 3.2 Ion trajectories in the electrastatic lens system. 
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Example of a mass spectrum. The secondary peaks are caused by isotopes 

and impurities. 
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CHAPTER 3 The experimental setup 

§ 3.1 the experiment 

In the experiment the partial pressures of clusters of different masses are determined with 

high pressure mass speetrometry [9]. A schematic representation of the setup is given in fig 3.1 

We distinguish two partsin our setup: a high pressure part (±50- ± 130 torr) which serves as 

a reaction chamber, and a low pressure part which serves as an analysis chamber, and 

surrounds the reaction chamber. 

The reaction chamber (1) is connected with a reservoir (2) from which it is filled with gas. 

The valve between the reaction chamber and the reservoir (3) is operated electrically. The 

reservoir on its turn can be connected to several gas botties ( 4) , to allow for mixtures of 

gases, but in our case we only fill it with pure so2. In one end of the cylindrical reaction 

chamber there is a small hole with a diameter of 50 p,m (5). Through this hole, the ions and 

molecules can escape from the reaction chamber into the analysis chamber (8). Evidently, the 

pressure in the reaction chamber would decrease if the :flow of escaping particles would not be 

compensated. VIta do this with a :flow controller which maintains a constant :flow from the 

reservoir into the reaction chamber 

Inside the reaction chamber, near the hole, there are three radioactive sourees (6), made of 
241 Am , which emit a radiation with a total intensity of 40 p,Cifcm2. This radiation breaks 

up ions and molecules, which produce the free electrans necessary to start the clustering 

process, so the reactions only take place in this part of the reaction chamber. Near these 

capsules a platinum thermoresistance temperature probeis placed (7). 

To accelerate the negative ions that have escaped ( the ones of interest) and to trap positive 

ions, theescape hole is kept on a negative potential (typically -13 V)(lO) . To insulate it from 

the rest of the apparatus, it is connected to the rest of the reaction chamber with a glass ring 

(12) . The temperature in the reaction zone of the reaction chamber is controlled by a 

thermostatic bath, which circulates a heating or cooling liquid in the wall (9) of the analysis 
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chamber. This wall is connected to the wall of the reaction chamber with heat conductors 

(11), so if we want to heat the gas in the reaction chamber, we have to heat the wall of the 

analysis chamber too. As this is a large metal piece and hard to insulate, it takes very long to 

heat it up or cool it down . Because it is vital that the temperature in the reaction zone is 

constant during a measurement, we have to wait a very long time ( ±3 hours) before the 

reaction chamber reaches its final temperature . To avoid that we have to heat the entire wall 

of the reaction chamber, instead of only the reaction zone, the end of the reaction chamber 

enclosing the reaction zone is insulated thermally from the rest of the reaction chamber by a 

second glass ring. 

The negative particles that have escaped into the analysis chamber are first repulsed by the 

negative potential of the escaping hole. After that, they pass through a system of electrastatic 

lenses designed to focus the ion beam. The transmission of this system (13, see also fig 3.2) is 

practically unity fora wide range of control biases for the lenses, but a change in the control 

biases does influence the quality of the focussing. The optimum biases are calculated 

numerically, butslight deviations can occur which have to be corrected empirically. 

The focalized ion beam is then sent through a quadrupale mass filter (QMM-17 RIBER)(14). 

The lengthof the bars is 250 mm and their diameter is 15.6 mm. This mass filter is capable of 

filtering negative ions with masses up to 1000 amu (for singly charged ions), and it is used 

with a resolution of about one amu. 

The ions that pass are deflected by an electrastatic mirror (15) placed at an angle of 45° to 

avoid noise in the ion detection, coming from ill-filtered ions, and neutrals still present in the 

beam, but foremost caused by photons that are produced in the reaction chamber. The 

neutrals and photons will not be deflected, and only the selected ions will hit the electron 

multiplier (16) placed at an angle of goo with the incident beam. 

The signal that is generated by the electron multiplier upon each electron impact is amplified 

in two stages (with a total amplification of 350* 107), inverted and converted into TTL pulses 

that are counted by the computer ( see fig 3.3). 

The factual goal of this training program was to increase the speed of the experiment, which 

had become excessively low because a temperature range was investigated for which the 

cluster concentrations in the reaction chamber were very small, so the countrates were very 

low. 
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To do this, we foliowed two ways: improving the software, and changing the hardware. 

The goal of the software impravement was to double the speed, by using a new measurement 

algorithm. We will campare the old and the new methad for the case of a peak with a 

countrate maximum of 30/s. The key difference between the two is the way they select the 

three maxima out of 20 channels between m--0.5 amu and m+0.5 amu. 

The old selection procedure consistedof counting a fixed time (for example 2 seconds, which 

corresponds to 60 pulses) on each of the 20 channels, and camparing the countrate with a 

fixed threshold. If it exceeds the threshold, the counting continnes for a langer (fixed ) time 

(for example 20 seconds, which corresponds to 600 pulses). The three highest intensities are 

averaged. 

The threshold is fixed at a level so that all but about 6 channels are rejected. This is a 

compromise: with a lower threshold we would accept too many channels, which would take 

too long; with a threshold that is too high, there is a risk that in the first 2 seconds the 

maxima appear to be lower than the threshold due to statistica! fluctuations, and are rejected. 

With this old method, a measurement for this example would take about 40+6*20=160 

seconds. 

The main advantage of the new methad is that it selects no more channels than necessary to 

be counted intensively. The idea was to select only the best three channels of the twenty and 

count 600 pulses on these three channels, insteadof six as with the old method. However, the 

selection procedure proved to be inadequate to make always the right selection. Therefore we 

now select an extra channel, and after having counted 600 pulses on these four channels, we 

average the three best. One measurement now takes about 120 seconds, a gain of 20% instead 

of the 50% we hoped for. 

Another advantage of the new program, is that it uses fixed numbers of pulses instead of fixed 

counting times. Because the statistica! precision depends on the number of counted pulses, 

this allows us ·to fix the precision directly without having to do trial measurements to make 

the counting time correspond to the desired precision, and to adjust the threshold to make 

sure that about 6 channels will be selected. 
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§ 3.2 Control and measure devices. 

If we want the measurements to be performed automatically, we will have to control and 

measure all relevant parameters by the computer. To this end the computer is equipped with 

a Labmaster DMA board. This board contains five timers/counters, which we use to count the 

impacts on the electronmultiplier, two 12-bit DAC's with a range of 0 - 10 V, three 8-bit 

parallel inputfoutput ports, and a multichannel12-bit ADC with a range of 0- 10 V. The 

way we use these devices is described below. 

3.2.1 Control devices 

1 

The actions that the computer has to take are: 

1 tuning the quadrupale mass filter. 

2 cantrolling the temperature of the reaction zone 

3 cantrolling the pressure in the reaction chamber 

The mass filter is designed to be tuned either manually or electrically. Automatic tuning is 

done by applying a bias of -10mV /amu on the appropriate input of the spectrometer. 

Accumulation of charges on elements of the mass filter, however, can cause deviations from 

this relation that can fluctuate during a series of measurements up to a bout 10 m V 

This has to be compensated in the tuning bias, and therefore we are never sure for which bias 

we will find the maximum signal, so we have to sweep through 10 mv ( this corresponds to 1 

amu) about the expected value. This needs to be done with a resolution of 1/20 amu, for 

masses up toabout 700 amu, which is to say, a bias of -7V with a resolution of 0.5 mV. To 

this end we dispose of two 12-bit DAC's that can provide a bias from 0 to 10 V with a 

resolution of 10V/4096 ~ 2.5 mV (corresponding to 0.25 amu). This is not precise enough, so 

the DAC's are coupled together. The bias of one of them (DACO) is amplified withafactor of 

about unity, the other (DAC1) is amplified by a factor of about 555. The sum is taken and the 

result is inverted (the quadrupale requires negative biases). Now DACO tunes in to the desired 

mass - 0.5 amu , and DAC1 varies from 0 to 1 amu in 20 steps. A schematic representation of 

the circuit that is used to tune the quadrupale is given in fig 3.4 
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figure 3.4 The quadrupale tuning circuit. 

2 

The temperature controller that imposes a temperature on the heating/cooling liquid, and 

thus controls the temperature in the reaction zone, can also be operated manually and 

electrically. The relation between the input bias and the imposed temperature was not 

specified in the manual, soit has been determined experimentally. The result is shown in the 

appendix, fig Al 

To operate this controller we use port A, which we conneet to an 8-bit DAC, producing a 

voltage varying from 0 V to 10 V. We want to be able to impose temperatures in a range from 

-50°C to 200°C with a resolution of ±0.25oc. The maximum resolution of an 8-bit DAC over 

this range woulrl be 25ooc /256 ::: 1 oe, clearly not sufficient. 

Therefore we attenuate the output of the DAC so that it covers a range of 50°C. This gives a 

resolution of about 0.2°C which is acceptable. To this bias we add an adjustable offset so we 

can choose which part of the 25ooc range is covered by the DAC. This is no great 

inconvenience because consecutive measurements will always be done at neighbouring 

temperatures, so the temperature range will seldom have to be adjusted. A schematic 

representation of the circuit is given in fig 3.5. 

_--tlJAC 
----• 

figure 3.5 The bath temperature control circuit. 
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3 

To ~~ontrol the pressure, weneed to operate two valves: the first between the reservoir and the 

reaction chamber, used to increase the pressure, the secend between the reaction chamber and 

the pumping system, allowing us to decrease the pressure. 

Increasing the pressure. 

To compensate the continuons leakage of gas into the analysis chamber, the valve between the 

reservoir and the reaction chamber is operated by a flow controller. However, because the 

leakage depends on the pressure, the flow imposed on the controller has to be controlled, by 

the computer. The relation between the input bias and the imposed flow was not specified in 

the manual so it had to be determined experimentally. The result is shown in the appendix, 

fig A2. The flow controller will be operated in two ranges: during the measurement we want 

to compensate the leakage which will be ~0.1 - ~0.3 seem (standard cubic centimeters per 

minute) with a resolution of 0.1 seem. If after a measurement the pressure is found to have 

risen or fallen 0.2 torr since the start, the flow will be decreased or increased by 0.1 seem 

If for some reason, before the measurement begins, the pressure is found to be too low, the 

maximum flow will be imposed on the controller until the pressure is correct. 

To this end we use port C which is connected to an 8-bit DAC. This gives a maximum 

resolution of 10 sccm/256 ~ 0.04 seem which is sufficient. The circuit is shown in fig 3.6. 

DAC 

figure 3.6 The flow controller circuit 
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Decreasing the pressure 

To decrease the pressure, we open the valve between the reaction chamber and the pumping 

system. The valve was planned to be operated with varying apertures , wide open to drop the 

pressure quickly for big corrections, and small apertures to drop the pressure slowly for small 

precise corrections. To this end, we use 7 bits of port B, which we conneet to the seven most 

significant bits of an 8-bit DAC. The least significant bit of the DAC is connected to the 

ground. However, in practice even the maximum aperture turned out to be precise enough, 

and in addition, the electramagnet of the valve required more operating power than our 

integrated circuits could provide. Therefore the valve is operated only in two positions, open 

and closed. The valve is connected directly to a power supply unit, but the conneetion can be 

interrupted by a relay which is operated by the DAC. Even the operation of the relay requires 

too much power from the DAC, so we have inserted an operational amplifier in follower 

configuration. The circuit is shown in fig 3. 7. 

-= - !_ 

-
---~I>AC 

figure 3.7 The outlet valve operating circuit. 
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§ 3.2.2 measuring devices 

1 

The parameters of the experiment that have to be measured are: 

1 the temperature of the gas in the reaction zone 

2 the temperature of the bath 

3 the pressure in the reaction chamber. 

The temperature of the gas in the reaction zone is measured with a PT-100 thermoresistance 

which is calibrated so that its resistance at ooc is 100 0. The relation between the resistance 

and the temperature is known, see tab Al in the appendix. We must realize, however, that a 

current passing through will warm it up, and thus disturb the temperature measurement. 

Therefore, the current passing through the resistance will have to be very small. We use a 

stabilized current souree of 100 J..LA, and then measure the voltage over the resistance. Still, if 

this current would pass through the resistance continuously, it would be heated considerably. 

Therefore weneed to be able to switch the current supply on and off. This circuit is shown in 

fig 3.8. 

figure 3.8 The temperature probe switch circuit. 

To this end we use the last bit of port B, operating a second relay, by means of an operational 

amplifier which provides the power.The operational amplifier does notworkas a follower, but 

it amplifies the voltage of the parallel bit, which has been found to be defective, providing not 

5 Volt in TRUE state, but only 1.2 V. The operation of the relay requires at least 2. 7V hence 
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the amplification. We want to be able to measure temperatures ranging from -sooc to 

+200°C, which corresponds to voltages of Sm V - 15 mV. These voltages are measured with 

the 12-bit ADC. Thus the maximum precision is 15mV /4096, corresponding to about 0.1oc, 

when we amplify the signal withafactor 10000/15. We can enhance the precision by adding a 

negative offset to the signal. This allows us to amplify the signal with a factor 10000/10, so we 

can measure with an accuracy of 10 mV /4096, corresponding to 0.07 °e. The circuit is shown 

in fig 3.9. 

FOLLOWEf\ 

figure 3.9 

2 

A HPLJ F/ Ll't TIOW 
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The gas temperature measuring circuit, 

The thermostatic bath has an output which provides the temperature of the heatingfcooling 

liquid. The output bias is 10 m V joe. For the temperature range from -50 °e to 200°e this 

corresponds to biases from -0.5V to 2V. We amplify this signal by a factor 4, and we add an 

offset of 2V, to use the input range of the ADC optimally. This gives us an accuracy of 

2S00Cf4096~0.3oc, which is acceptable. If needed, the precision can be enhanced by 

diminishing the measurable temperature range. The circuit is shown in fig 3.10 

FOLLOWEf\ 

figure 3.10 The bath temperature measuring circuit. 
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3 

The pressure in the reaction chamber is measured with an MKS baratron, which has an 

output where it provides the measured pressure in the form of an electral bias. The output 

voltage is 10 m V ftorr, and we want to measure pressures up to 150 Torr. The signal is 

amplified by a factor 4 so the accuracy of the ADC is 2.5/4096 ~ 0.05 Torr, which is 

acceptable. The precision can he enhanced by diminishing the measurable pressure range and 

adding an offset to the signal, so as to make an optima! use of the range of the ADC. The 

circuit is shown in fig 3.11. 

FOLLOWER. 

figure 3.11 The pressure measuring circuit 
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§ 3.2.3 The automation of the experiment. 

As mentioned in § 3.1, the new counting methad is 20 % faster than the old one. Another, 

more important gain of time is achieved by automating the experiment. When measuring low 

intensities (at low temperatures ), it is not possible to do more than one series of about 15 

measurements per day: It takes for these temperatures several (2 - 3) hours to reach the 

temperature equilibrium, and every measurement takes about 10 minutes. 

In addition the pressure has to he changed after each measurement, and this makes it 

necessary that someoneis present to open a valve every 10 minutes. 

If the experiment is automated this is not necessary anymore, and it makes it possible to 

measure by night. This is obviously an important gain of time. 

The most important function to he automated, apart from tuning the quadrupale and 

counting pulses, is the pressure controL To control the pressure, the computer has to read the 

pressure with a precision of ±0.1 torr, open and close the valve between the reaction chamber 

and the pump, and adjust the compensation flow with a precision of ±0.1 seem. 

It is desirabie to automate the temperature control as well. This is necessary to permit the 

computer to stop the experiment when it runs at night and something happens to the 

heating/ cooling equipment, and it would allow the computer to decrease the time necessary to 

reach equilibrium, by applying control theory and optimizing the heating/cooling process [10]. 

To do this, the computer has to read the temperature of the bath and the temperature of the 

gas in the reaction zone, and it has to cammand the temperature controller and switch the 

temperature pro he of the gas on and off. 

All these functions have been tested tested separately, and have been found to work 

satisfactorily. Integrated in a single circuit, however there are problems with the ground 

potential. First, a problem arises from the fact that different devices with their own ground 

conneetion are connected toeach other. The circuit has a special ground lead, independent of 

the electricity net, which is connected to ground. All other devices have their own conneetion 

to the ground of the electricity net, and they define their analog inputfoutput signals with 

respect to that ground connection. As we only found out that this was the problem at the end 

of my stay, it has not yet been possible to disconneet all devices from the electricity net. 

Another problem is that the current passing through the ground lead of the circuit causes a 

variabie potential difference over the lead due to its resistance. As the A/D converter is 
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connected to this ground, the potential difference between the ground and a constant input 

signal ( which is not defined with respect to the same ground ) is variable. This ground 

potential variation depends on the power consumption of the circuit. If the valve is opened 

(this requires 1 Watt), the 'ground potential' shifts by ± 3 mV. 

This problem does not affect the mass filter (because this uses another, independent circuit), 

the compensation flow and switching on/off the valve and the temperature probe (because 

here 3 m V do not matter). 

It does affect the pressure measurements. When the valve is opened, the measured value 

pressure is 0.3 torr too high, so between two measurements the pressure is decreased 0.3 torr 

too much. This could be taken into account by the software, but the error this introduces is 

only about 0.5 %, which is very small compared to the other error sources. Apart from this, 

the pressure control works satisfactorily, so it is now possible to do a complete series of 

measurements without manual intervention, so the operated is liberated for a period of about 

2 hours. Moreover, when the laboratory will have purchased equipment to deal with rnains 

power failures, it will be possible to perform a series of measurements at night. 

Temperature control and measurement is still impossible, because the biases involved are very 

sensible. 
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS 

§ 4.1 Experimental data 

An example of the data that are found experimentally with the control and measurement 

program, described in capter 3 is given in table 4.1. 

p rate m-576 K9 rate m=640 KlO rat._e m=712 

116.0 95.25 4.0E-3 42.20 3.6E-3 17.60 

110.8 85.15 4.6E-3 43.73 3.3E-3 15.83 

107.2 81.01 4.4E-3 38.18 4.0E-3 16.22 

102.7 75.35 4.6E-3 35.75 4.2E-3 15.39 

98.0 82.05 4.7E-3 37.98 4.3E-3 15.92 

92.7 74.54 5.3E-3 36.80 4.5E-3 15.48 

87.7 73.85 4.8E-3 30.90 4.9E-3 13.17 

83.0 70.29 5.2E-3 30.24 

77.5 60.99 5.3E-3 24.97 

72.9 60.79 5.3E-3 23.61 

69.0 55.67 5.2E-3 20.07 

63.6 46.29 5.2E-3 15.45 

table 4.1 A series of measurements performed at T = -16.60C 

Each series of measurements is performed at a constant temperature and for different 

pressures, beginning with the highest pressure (normally~130Torr) and decreasing the pressure 

with steps of ±5 Torr down to about 50 Torr. A measurement consists of determining the 

impact rates of clusters of different masses on the electronmultiplier. Because these rates are 

proportional to the partial pressures of the clusters we can calculate the equilibrium constant 

for the conesponding clustering reaction with formula ... It is necessary, however, to apply two 

corrections tothese results: The transmission factor and the isotopic factor. 

The transmission factor arises from the fact that the transmission of the quadrupole filter is 

mass-dependent. Fig 4.1 shows the ideal transmission (T=l for all masses), and the real 
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transmission as specified by the RIBER company. We see that for masses higher than about 

300 amu the transmission curve drops significantly with increasing mass. This means that, if 

we calculate the ratio of the count rates of two adjacent clusters, the highest mass is 

underestimated. We approach the transmission curve by two straight lines: a 100% 

transmission for masses up to 300, and a linearly decreasing transmission curve for higher 

masses. This introduces for the higher masses a correction factor in formula ... 

The second correction is the isotopic correction factor. In pure S02 gas we find not only S02 

molecules with a mass of 64 amu, but also molecules that contain isotapes of sulphur or 

oxygen (see table 4.2), so also clusters with other masses than a multiple of 64 will exist (see 

fig 4.2.) 

32 s 95 ~ 0 

33 s 0, 76 ~ 0 16 0 99,76 ~ 0 

34 s 4,22 ~ 0 17 0 0,037 ~ 0 

36 s 0.014 ~ 0 18 0 0,204 ~ 0 

table 4.2 Natura! abundances of sulphur and oxygen isotapes 

By far the most important isotape present in the gas is 34s. Of course, the probability that 

one of the molecules forming a cluster contains a 34s, and thus will not be detected, increases 

with the mass of the cluster, and knowing the natura! abundances of 34s, we can calculate 

this probability (see tab 4.3 ). This means that calculating the ratio of countrates of two 

clusters, we will again underestimate the cluster with the highest mass, and we have to 

introduce a second correction factor. 

Fig 4.3 shows a plot of the calculated values of the equilibrium constant against the pressure. 

The theory prediets that the equilibrium constant of a clustering reaction is independent of 

the pressure, but we see that this is only the case in a limited pressure region. This means 

that outside this region, our approximations are not valid, or other processes that we have not 

considered play a role. 

If the pressure is too low, there are too few stahilizing collisions, so our approximation that an 

excited cluster will always be stabilized befare it falls apart is not valid anymore. Because too 

few reactions are successful, the reaction speed is too slow, and the time neerled to reach an 

equilibrium is langer than the mean residence time of the clusters, and there is no equilibrium. 



figure 4.2 Detailed mass spectrum around m = 512 amu, showing the isotopes. 
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If the pressure is too high, there are a great many collisions of so2 molecules with clusters, 

and the probability that a cluster is not activated by such a collision, but breaks up into 

several pieces, is not negligible anymore, so again, the equilibrium is disturbed. 

This gives us an upper and a lower pressure limit for the equilibrium to be reached, and as 

long as the up per limit is higher than the lower limit ( which is not always the case), we find 

an equilibrium region, and a valid equilibrium constant. We see in our example that the 

equilibrium pressure range of the higher order reactions is found at higher pressures than for 

the lower order reaction. This is because a higher order reaction can only reach an equilibrium 

if the lower order reaction already has, so higher order reactions need more collisions, and 
therefore a higher pressure. 

If we repeat these measurements for different temperatures and for different orders of the 

clustering reactions, we can make a plot of the experimental valnes of lnK versus 1/T. This is 
called a van't Hoff plot (see fig 4.4). 
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figure 4.4 

table 4.3 

K3 
K4 

KS 

" ~ K7 
~··~K9 

K6 ~~ 
. KB~ 

K10 

3 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 

1000/T (K) 

Molécule t~a ss e (u. m. a} Probabil ité 
Van't Hoff plot --

16 0_32 5_16 0 64 0,9457 
16 0_34 5_16 0 66 0,0419 
16 0_33 5_16 0 65 0,0075 
18 0_32 5_16 0 66 0,0038 
11 0_32 5_16 0 65 0,0007 
16 0_36 5_16 0 68 0,0002 
16 0_34 5_t8 0 68 0,0002 

Abundances of S02 molecules containing different isotopes. Only m = 64 
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It showsus the values of In Kn for nis 3 to 10 as a function of the temperature. We can make 

a number of observations : 

All curves are limited to a certain temperature region. This is not because the Kn are not 

measured outside of these regions, but because forthese temperatures no equilibrium has been 

found. This means that for these cases, the upper pressure limit lies below the lower pressure 

limit. The influence of the temperature resembles more or less the influence of the pressure on 

the equilibrium: if the temperature is too low, there are too few collisions to reach 

equilibrium; if the temperature is too high, the probability that a cluster breaks increases not 

only because there are too many collisions, but also because the particles involved in the 

ooilision have more kinetic energy. 

Two of the curves distinctly (K4 and K5) display a number of points alternatively above and 

under the curve. What has happened is that the points above the line are measured in one 

series of measurements, decreasing the temperature after each measuremint for the next 

measyurement. Probably the temperature equilibrium has not been reached at the start of the 

measurement. Therefore the temperature will have continued to decrease during the 

measurement, and the results correspond to a lower temperature than the one shown in the 

plot. The same goes for the points below the curve. It is a series of measurements where the 

temperature is increased each time, and continnes to increase, so the results correspond to a 

higher temperature than the one shown in fig ( 4.4). 

The slopes of the curves are positive. This means that ~H0 is negative, as we expect from a 

reaction which is the result of attractive electrostatical forces. 

The slopes, and therefore the absolute values of the enthalpy change, decrease with n. The 

reason for this is, that the influence of the dipole--dipole interaction between the neutrals 

increases with the size of the clusters, and that the importance of the charge decreases. 

Infinitely large clusters can be considered as a drop of liquid so2, and the influence of the 

charge would be negligible (see fig 4.5). The enthalpy changefora clustering reaction of very 

high order will simply be the vaporization enthalpy. 



figure 4.5 

Table 4.4 
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Enthalpy plot of S02 and H20 clusters around N02, 1-, and CC cores. 

The vaporization enthalpy is indicated on the right. 

n -.1HO 
n-1,1 -.1SO 

n-1,n 

1 24.0±0.2* 33.8±0.5* 
2 8.3* 16* 

3 6.4±0.2 11.2±0.4 
4 5.4±0.3 10.7±0.7 

5 4.2±0.2 9.9±0.5 
6 3.6±0.3 9.3±1.1 

7 3.4±0.2 9.7±0.8 
8 3.4±0.3 10.4±1.2 
9 3.1±0.4 9.1±1.4 
10 3.0±0.6 9.7±2.2 

enthalpy and entropy changes for different clusters. Values marked with * 

are measured by R.G. Keesee and A.W Castieman Jr. [12]. 
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Tab 4.4 and fig 4.6 show the variation of the enthalpy change with the cluster order. It clearly 

shows the decrease of the enthalpy change. The gap between the first and the second order is 

too big to be explained only by the electrostatical interactions. It is considered to be an 

indication that the charge in a cluster is not fixed on a single so2 molecule, but that it is 

spread out over the whole cluster. This is an energy loss for the cluster, and the effect is most 

important in the transition from a single iontoa first- order cluster. 

We further see that this is the only gap in the enthalpy change plot. A possible cause for gaps 

inthefree enthalpy curves, that has been observed for other clusters is the layer-effect. This 

is the phenomenon that clusters consist of a core molecule, and that the other molecules are 

stacked around this core in layers. When a layer is full, the next molecule will be bound more 

weakly, like electron layers around an atom, or the "magical numbers" of a nucleus. It has 

been observed for other types of cluster, but so2 doesnotshow this layer structure. 

This can also beseen in the plot ofthe entropy change of a clustering reaction (see fig 4.7). 

If the layer effect played a role, we should also expect differences in the order or disorder of 

the clusters, and this is not the case. 
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§ 4.2 Accuracy of the measurement 

As said, we have used the impact rates of the clusters of different masses to determine the 

equilibrium constants. Here, we will discuss the accuracy of these measurements, and the 

consequences for the accuracy of the equilibrium values, and the values for the enthalpy and 

entropy change. There are several sourees of errors in the experiment. 

The most fundamental one is the statistica! error, caused by the fact that cluster impact is a 

stochastic process. The accuracy of these measurements is given by the Poisson standard 

deviation: 

!:J.N=.fN 
In this experiment we determine count rates by counting a fixed number of impacts, and 

measuring the time it takes. The final value is the average of three measurements. Each 

measurement consistsof counting (typically) 600 impacts. Each of these measurements has an 

accuracy of J 6 0 0 ~25 , so the relative accuracy of the count rate r is: 

!:J.r =_1_ l]C =_1_ .J 600 R~ 2.5% 
r .[3 N .[3 600 

However, for very low count rates (we measure count rates ranging from about 100/s down to 

about 5/s), this would take too much time. Then we are forced to decrease our precision, and 

count only 400 impacts, which gives an error of about 3%. 

There is, however an other factor arising from statistics. 

Because of the imperfections in the focusing of the ion beam in the mass filter, if we tune in 

on the channel which corresponds to the mass m we do not find a (single) sharp peak, but a 

relatively wide peak on the channels that correspond to about m-0.3 amu to m+0.3 amu. 

This peak has three maxima of a bout the same intensity, and we suppose that the count ra te 

found on the three maximum channels is the real intensity of the beam. Therefore we have to 

find these three channels, and average the countrates that we measure on them, to obtain the 

intensity of the peak with maximum precision. 

The most accurate way to do this would be to count a great many pulses on every channel ( so 

for each channel the intensity would be known with a precision of± 3%) and then average the 

three highest values, but this takes too much time. Therefore we locate the maxima by 



channel selection nurrber: 10 20 :.w 40 .riO 60 70 RO 'go 100 
0 23 10 23 
1 40 18 14 8 10 16 18 intens i ties 
2 30 18 20 11 10 19 19 21 
3 

during 
29 31 27 16 11 14 21 21 23 17 

,.~?.elect ion: 
17 20 23 22 23 18 4 32 26 23 19 

5 36 21 19 22 19 26 26 21 28 22 
6 26 24 34 25 25 26 27 25 24 20 
7 26 24 34 25 25 26 27 25 24 22 
8 17 24 37 28 25 31 23 25 28 24 
9 23 27 23 25 37 25 28 26 29 34 
10 22 35 21 32 28 24 26 22 27 29 
11 22 26 21 25 26 28 19 23 25 25 
12 20 16 26 24 22 19 22 19 21 27 
13 15 17 19 28 27 17 19 24 19 27 
14 10 19 14 23 23 15 29 26 30 
15 24 18 23 11 23 22 23 
16 14 11 25 15 15 21 
17 9 19 17 21 
18 17 20 
19 17 17 

tot al i ntensi ty: 57 73 81 78 77 80 73 81 75 79 

table 4.4 Repeated measurement of the intensity of a peak counting different 

numbers of impacts for the selection of the three maxima. We see that 
this methad is reliable forselection numbers higher than about 30. 
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counting a small number of pulses (between 15 and 30, depending on the intensity) on each 

channel, and locate the maxima. Then we count again, but longer on the maxima. This is a 

much quicker method, but it introduces the risk that we do not find the real maxima, and 

that as our final result we do not average the maxima, but smaller values. Some safeguards 

have been added to our measurement algorithm (exchanging speed for precision), but the risk 

cannot be eliminated (see tab 4.4). 

It is hard to calculate the error (which depends, amongst other things, on the intensity profile 

of the peak, and the counted number of impacts on which the selection is based) stemming 

from this effect, but tests have been made to give an indication of this contribution to the 
error see tab 4.5. 

table 4.5 

200 164 167 187 
195 180 160 170 
181 164 186 182 
186 171 200 183 
184 168 200 185 
188 167 181 179 
185 163 186 179 
183 155 175 169 
178 157 187 150 
162 164 192 183 

Repeated measurement of the intensity of a peak. These results are the 

averages of three measurements of 400 impacts. 

The average value is 177, and a= 13 (7%). Only 3% can be explained by normal statistica! 

fluctuations. Fig 4.8 is a plot of tab 4.5, and it shows us that the variations in the measured 

intensity are not only statistica! fluctuations, but that the measured intensity also depends on 

the time. We can distinguish three groups: group A {186±3%), group B {164±4%) and group C 

(185±4%). This indicates that the selection system is fairly reliable. 

The cause of this intensity dip is that the transmission of the mass filter changes with time. 

Charges attached to the electrostatical lenses or the mass filter can defocus the beam, or the 

mass filter can get out of tune. These fluctuations can be as much as 10 %. However, this 

effect influences the intensity of all masses. Since we are only interested in the ratio of the 
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intensities of two masses, these fluctuations do not influence the value of the equilibrium 

constant, as long as the transmission doesnotchange between two consecutive measurements. 

The problem is now that we have two Contradietory conditions, between which we have to 

make a compromise: We have to measure a large number of impacts, to obtain a high 

statistica! precision, and we have to measure quickly to besure that the transmission does not 

change between two measurements. 

If the mass filter is out of tune, we are not sure that we tune in to the channels we have 

selected. Another disadvantage of long measurements is that sametimes the temperature in 

the reaction chamber can change slightly during a series of measurements, so that the found 

equilibrium values at the beginning of a series do not exactly correspond to the same 

temperature as the values at the end. Under normal conditions, however, the temperature is 

very stable, so this effect is negligible. 

The above considerations lead to the campromise of counting 15-30 pulses during the 

selection, and 400-600 pulses for the final measurement. Of course, the effect of the errors 

discussed above ( except for the changing transmission, which has a correlation between 

consecutive measurements ), is doubled by the fact that we use the ratio of two countrates to 

calculate K. 

A series of measurements like this leads to a series of values of the equilibrium constant K, 

which is only valid in the pressure region where K is constant. The final value of K is the 

average of the values in the equilibrium pressure region. This can cause an additional error, 

because in the case of large fluctuations it is often hard to see to which pressures the 

equilibrium region extends itself, and it is not clear which values we should average. 

Further, it happens that, despite our precautions, that the program chooses the wrong 

channels in a measurement,or that the transmission changes suddenly between two 

measurements, and a measurement has to be discarded. 

We therefore have to choose subjectively which values to include in the average, a choice 

which is not always evident. Sametimes including or omitting a value can make a difference of 

2%. 
Also, sametimes we find two zones where the values are relatively constant or seem to 

fluctuate around a constant value, and we have to decide which zone corresponds to the 

equilibrium, and at which zone this is a coincidence. 

When the intensities are not too low and we can count a large number of pulses, we can 

usually obtain an accuracy of about 5% in our value of K. At low intensities, we have to 

content ourselves with an accuracy of about 10 % 
Fig 4.4 reveals a possible cause of systematic errors, in the K3 curve. In this curve, a series of 

values are alternately above and under the least squares fit. This is the result of two series of 
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experiments in the same temperature range, one beginning at low temperatures, increasing the 

temperature between two measurements, the other starting at high temperatures, and 

decreasing the temperature. What has happenedis that the measurements have begun befare 

a temperature equilibrium has been reached. The temperature will continue to raise (in the 

first series) or fall (in the second), during the measurement. The found equilibrium constant 

will therefore correspond to higher (first series) or lower temperatures than shown in the plot. 

A point which corresponds to a higher temperature than shown will appear above the curve, 

and this is what we see. This shows that it is important to make sure that the temperature 

equilibrium is reached befare the experiment begins. 

Tab 4.4 shows the values of LlHO 1 and Llso 1 . These values have been calculated n- ,n n- ,n 

camparing the van't Hoff relation totheleast squares fit on the data. We see that the relative 

errors increase with the cluster size. This is caused by two effects. 

First, the intensities decrease with the size of the clusters so the intensities of large clusters 

can't he measured with the same precision as low clusters. Further the temperature range for 

which we find an equilibrium decreases with the size of the clusters, so there are fewer points 

to calculate the least squares fit. 
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CHAPTER 5 discussion 

C. Desfrancois and A. Lisfi from the "Laboratoire de Physique des Lasers" of the Universite 

de Paris XIII have made calculations of ~H 1 based on the theory described in § 2.3. 
n- ,n 

For their fi.rst calculation they have taken into account : 

the interaction between the charge of the ion and the dipoles (both permanent and induced) of 

the molecules, 

the interaction between the the dipole of the ion and the dipoles of the molecules ( and not the 

mutual interactions between the dipoles of the molecules), 

the interaction of the charge of the ion and the quadrupole momentsof the molecules, and 

the Lennard-Jones potential. 

They have neglected all higher order contributions, and the dipole- dipole interaction. 

The expression for this potential is given by: 

U1=Lk(4r [(u/rk)12-{u/rk)6] + -4/it 2- + __! ae2 
2 +quadr term+ ... 

?rEik 2 ( 47rfr) 

The results of this first calculation are shown in table 5.1 , together with our experimental 

values. These results only agree with our experimental data of the binding energies within an 

order of magnitude. 

cluster 

SOz. (502 )2 

so2 . ( so2) 3 

SOz . ( 502) 4 

502 • ( 502) 5 

tabJe 5.1 

,. 
Etot(eV) ' Ebond(eV) E . expenment 

- 0179 01359 

- 1121 0142 01276 

- 1162 0141 012327 

- 2106 0144 01 1796 

Total and binding energies ca.Jculated without dipole-dipole interaction 

compared to our experimental data. 
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Fo:r their second calculation they have included the interaction between the the dipole of the 

ion and the dipoles of the molecules (and not the mutual interactions between the dipoles of 

the molecules themselves) 

The interaction potential now looks like: 

12 6 -JLk JL· -ark(rk.jL. ) 2 
U2=[k(4r [(u/rk) -(u/rk) ] + 47rH2-+ÏÏ( IOn 3 IOn)+__.! ae 2 +quadr term+ ... 

k 47rHk 2 ( 47rH) 

Table 5.2 shows the results of the second calculation. These results agree much better with 

the experimental data. Not only is the value for the first calculated binding enthalpy much 

more realistic, but these values also show the tendency to decrase with the size of the clusters, 

which is one of the characteristics of our measured values. This is an indication that 

dipole-dipole interactions are not negligible indeed, even for very small clusters. 

table 5.2 

r I 

clustei Etot(eV) Ebond(eV) Eexperiment 

S02. 502 - 01388 1104 . 

502. ( 502) 2 - 01735 01347 013569 

502. ( 502 )3 - 11045 0131 01276 

so2. ( so2 )4 - 11339 0129 012327 

502 . ( so2) 5 - 11624 0128 01 1796 

502 . ( 502) 6 
0 I 1448 

Total and binding energies calculated including dipole-dipole interaction 

compared to our experimental data. 
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However, as the size of the clusters increases, the difference between measured and theoretica! 

values increases, and we have to include other aspects in our model. One of these is the 

non-localized charge. We have seen in chapter ... that the energy gap between the first two 

clusters is too big to be explained by electrastatic interactions. This gap indicates that the 

charge of a cluster is not fixed on one molecule, but that it spreads out. We know from 

elementary quanturn theory that the energy of an electron in a potential well decreases if the 

size of the well increases .. Of course the energy loss caused by this effect is most important for 

small clusters, because the relative increase of the size if an so2 molecule is added is biggest 

for small clusters. 

This obviously affects the electrostatical part of the potential of our model, notably the 

charge-dipale and charge-quadrupale interactions. 

Desfrancais and Lisfi have calculated the potential energy with this assumption for the 

quadrimer (S02)4 and the trimer (S02)3 (we have changed the notation because we can't 

speak of neutral molecules attached to anion anymore). We suppose that in both clusters two 

of the molecules are charged , each with a charge of -1/2 e 

The quadrimere 

We suppose that the quadrimer looks like 

(-112e) 

r r 

We further suppose that the two charged molecules tagether have a dipale moment which is 

the vector sum of the dipale moments of each of them. The absolute value of the total dipale 

moment of the dimer will depend on the relative orientation of the individual dipale moments 

with respecttoeach other, and therefore it can be written as: 
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The dipoles of the uncharged molecules will be directed perpendicularly towards the dimere, 

so their interactions with the dipole of the dimer cancel each other (having the same value 

and opposite orientations). 

We suppose that the trimerlooks like: 

(-1/2e) 

The reasoning in the case of the trimer runs in the same way as for the quadrimere, only now 

we have to take into account the dipole-dipole interaction between the neutral molecule and 

the dimere. 

Desfrancais and Lisfi have calculated with this model the difference in potential energy of 

(S02)4 and (S02)3 fora number of valnes of r0 and À = 0,1,2 (that is, the dipole momentsof 

the charged molecules antiparallell, perpendicular or parallel to each other). We see that for 

small r0 this result is very close to the experiment al data, and it confirms that the basis of our 

model , especially the concept of a non-localized charge is right. Still the model has serious 

flaws. 

First, the model does not take into account the interactions between the dipoles of the 

molecules. This is a very fundamental shortcoming, because as the cluster grows bigger, the 

influence of the charge becomes smaller and smaller, as the cluster resembles more and more 

to a drop of liquid so2, in which the interaction between the dipoles is the most important 

force. This shortcoming becomes more serious as the size of the cluster increases. 

Moreover, calculating the contributions of the Lennard-Jones potentials, the S02 molecules 

are considered as spheres, and no orientation effects have been taken into account. The 

intermolecular distance in the clusters, however, is of the order of the size of an so2 molecule, 

so in fact this approximation is not valid. Calculations taking into account the shape of 

electon orbitals are very complex, especially for negatively charged particles because the 

orbital of the electron in excess is very extended. 



table 5.3 

[VQuad. - VTrim. ] (eV) 

r 
0 

(A) À = 0 À = 1 À = 2 

1 15 01291 01269 01247 
210 01283 01261 01238 
215 01274 0125 01266 
310 01261 01236 0121 
315 01247 0121Q 01191 
410 01231 0120 01169 

Binding energy H
3 4 

calculated on the assumption of a spread out charge 
' 

for different relative orientations of the dipole moments of the dimer and 

different distances. 
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APPENDIX 



Temperature Characteristics of Lake Shore Platinum RTDs 

oe ohm ohm/oe oe ohm ohmfDe oe ohm ohm/oe ..___ 

-250 2.49 0.11 50 119.40 0.38 350 229.67 0.35 
240 4.19 0.23 60 123.2{ 0.38 360 233.17 0.35 
230 6.93 0.32 70 127.07 0.38 370 236.65 0.35 
220 10.42 0.37 80 130.89 0.38 380 240.13 0.34 
210 14.35 0.40 90 134.70 0.38 390 243.59 0.34 

-200 18.49 0.44 +100 138.50 0.38 +400 247.04 0.34 
190 22.80 0.43 110 142.29 0.37 410 250.48 0.34 
180 27.08 0.42 120 146.06 0.38 420 253.90 0.34 
170 31.32 0.42 130 149.82 0.38 430 257.32 0.34 
160 35.53 0.42 140 153.58 0.37 440 260.72 0.34 
150 39.71 0.42 150 157.31 0.38 450 264.11 0.34 
140 43.87 0.41 160 161.04 0.38 460 267.49 0.34 
130 48.00 0.41 170 164.76 0.37 470 270.86 0.34 
120 52.11 0.41 180 168.46 0.37 480 274.22 0.33 
110 56.19 0.41 190 172.16 0.37 490 277.56 0.34 

-100 60.25 0.41 +200 175.84 0.37 +500 280.90 0.33 
90 64.30 0.40 210 179.51 0.37 510 284.22 0.33 
80 68.33 0.40 220 183.17 0.36 520 287.53 0.33 
70 72.33 0.40 230 186.82 0.36 530 290.83 0.33 
60 76.33 0.40 240 190.45 0.36 540 294.11 0.33 
50 80.31 0.39 250 194.07 0.37 550 297.39 0.33 
40 84.27 0.40 260 197.69 0.36 560 300.65 0.33 
30 88.22 0.40 270 201.29 0.36 570 303.91 0.32 
20 92.16 0.39 280 204.88 0.35 580 307.15 0.32 
10 96.09 0.39 290 208.45 0.36 590 310.38 0.32 

± 0 100.00 0.39 +300 212.02 0.35 +600 313.59 0.33 
10 103.90 0.39 310 215.57 0.36 
20 '107. 79) 0.39 320 219.12 0.35 
30 111.67 0.39 330 222.65 0.35 
40 115.54 0.39 340 226.17 0.35 

.) 
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program quadrupele; 
uses crt,dos; 

type 
peakreals 
peakints 
device = 

twobyte = 

preepar 

=array [0 .. 9] of real; 
=array [0 .• 9] of integer; 
(pprobe,tgprobe,tbprobe, 
quadO,quad1,tc,fc,valve,switch); 

record 
lo,hi : byte 
end; 

= record 
dv,mv: real 
end; 

{ desired value, measured value } 

const 
start='O'; 
quit='9'; 
tgasmargin=0.5; 
pmargin=0.2; 

{ labmaster 
dacOlo 
dacOhi 
dac1lo 
dac1hi 
adcontrol 
adchansel 
adstart 
tcdata 
teeontrol 
ioporta 
ioportb 
ioportc 
iocontrol 

port addresses } 
word =1808; 
word =1809; 
word =1810; 
word =1811; 
word =1812; { write } 
word =1813; { write } 
word =1814; { write } 
word =1816; 
word =1817; 
word =1820; 
word =1821; 
word =1822; 
word =1823; 

{ counter/timer coromands } 

pointromode : byte=23; 

adstatus 
addatalo 
addatahi 

pointemode: array [1 .• 2] of byte=(1,2); 
pointlead array [1 •• 2] of byte=(8+1,8+2); 
pointheld : array [1 .. 2] of byte=(16+1,16+2); 
pointstatus: byte=31; 
masterreset: byte=255; 
load12 : byte=64+1+2; 
arm12 : byte=32+1+2; 
savedisarm12:byte=128+1+2; 
romode twobyte=(lo:O;hi:128+64); 

word =1812; { read } 
word =1813; { read } 
word =1814; { read } 

{ dec freq division, no auto sequencing } 
cmode array [1 .• 2] of twobyte=((lo:2;hi:1),(lo:2;hi:15+160)); 

{ 1.lo: TC toggl outp,cnt dwn,BIN,once,no L/H,no spec mod } 
{ hi: souree SRC1,rising edge,gate disabled } 
{ 2.lo: TC toggl outp,cnt dwn,BIN,once,no L/H,no spec mod } 
{ hi: souree F5(100Hz),ris edge,act LO gate 2(=0UT1) } 

{ D/A conversion parameters } 
gaindac =10000/4096; 
offsdac =5000; 

{ mV/numb } 
{ mv } 



gainquad 
offsquad 
gainampo 
gainamp1 
totgaino 
totoffsO 
totgain1 
totoffs1 
totgain2 
totoffs2 
totgain3 
totoffs3 
totgain4 
totoffs4 

=9.9005; { mVfuma } 
=21.543; { uma } 
=0.9974; 
=0.0018118; 
=gainquadf{gaindac*gainampO); { numbfuma} 
=offsquadf(gaindac*gainampO)-offsdacjgaindac; { uma } 
=gainquadf(gaindac*gainamp1); { numbfuma} 
=-offsdacjgaindac; { uma } 
=256/50; 
=0; 
=256/10; 
=0.1; 
=1; 
=0; 

{ A/D conversion parameters } 
gainad =10/4096; { voltjnumber } 
gainpress =100/4; { torrfvolt } 
offspress =0; 
gaintgas =1; 
offstgas =0; 
gaintbath =1; 
offstbath =0; 

var 
{ experimental variables} 

temp real; 
begintemp real; 
press procpar; 
flow real; 
automatic boolean; 
switchstate: integer; 
valvestate integer; 
tgas procpar; { actual gas temperature: dv,mv,ev } 
ttube procpar; { actual tube temperature: dv,mv,ev } 
tbath procpar; { actual bath temperature: dv,mv,ev } 
count word; 
time word; 
rate real; 
mass peakreals; 
correction peakreals; 
intensity peakreals; 
k peakreals; 
selnumb peakints; 
seltimeout peakints; 
intnumb peakints; 
maxrate array [0 .. 19] of real; 
maxpos array [0 .. 19] of integer; 
error array [16 .. 19] of real; 
maxerror real; 
worstmeasurement:real; 
center real; 
sum real; 
inttimeout word; 
entstart array [1 .. 2] of twobyte; 
counter word; 
ready boolean; 
pulsecountok:boolean; 
selectok : boolean; 
measureok : boolean; 
tempok : boolean; 
nroffailures:byte; 
elapsed boolean; 
status : word; 



break : boolean; 
fileposition:integer; 
position integer; 
choice char; 
option char; 
p integer; 
i integer; 
t integer; 
nrofpeaks integer; 
filename string; 
results text; 
commands text; 
code integer; 
year word; 
month word; 
day word; 
dayofweek word; 
hour word; 
minute word; 
second word; 
cs word; 
firsttime word; 
lasttime word; 

{ *************************PROCEDURES/FUNCTIONS************************* } 
procedure menu; forward; 

procedure initialization; 
begin 
assign(commands,''); 
reset(commands); 
port[adcontrol]:=128; 
port[iocontrol):=128; 
temp:=O; 
tbath.dv:=O; 
press.dv:=O; 
valvestate:=O; 
switchstate:=O; 
automatic:=false; 
flow:=O.l; 
nrofpeaks:=l; 
for p:=O to 9 do 

begin 
mass[p):=O; 
correction[p):=O; 
selnumb[p):=JO; 
seltimeout[p):=200; 
intnumb[p):=400; 
intensity[p]:=O; 
k[p):=O; 
end; 

inttimeout:=6000; 
end; 

?rocedure wait(pause:real); {time in seconds} 
var begintime,endtime :real; 

key :char; 
instruction:string; 
i: integer; 

begin 
gettime(hour,minute,second,cs); 
begintime:=O.Ol*cs+second+60*minute+3600*hour; 
endtime:=begintime; 
writeln('to break press return'); 



repeat 
if automatic and keypressed and (readkey=chr(13)) then {13=[return]} 

begin 
pause:=O; 
writeln('O: MANUAL CONTROL'); 
writeln{'l: MAIN MENU AND CONTINUE AUTOMATIC INPUT'); 
writeln{'press any other key to continue'); 
key:=readkey; 
case key of 

end; 

'O': begin 
automatic:=false; 
close{commands); 
assign(commands,''); 
reset{commands); 
end; 

'1': begin 
automatic:=false; 
close(commands); 

end; 

assign{commands,''); {''=keyboard} 
reset{commands) ; 
menu; 
automatic:=true; 
close(commands); 
assign{commands,'com.pas'); 
reset{commands); 
i:=O; 
while i<fileposition do 

end; 

begin 
readln{commands,instruction); 
if instruction='!' then i:=i+l; 
end; 

if {not automatic) and keypressed and {readkey=chr{13)) then 
begin 
pause:=O; 
write{'press any key to continue'); 
repeat {nothing} until keypressed; 
end; · 

gettime{hour,minute,second,cs); 
endtime:=O.Ol*cs+second+60*minute+3600*hour; 
until {endtime-begintime) > pause 

end; 

function twochar {n:word):string; 
var 

x:string; 

begin 
str (n,x); 
if length(x)=l then x:='O'+x; 
twochar:=x; 
end; 

procedure openresults; 
begin 
getdate {year,month,day,dayofweek); 
gettiroe {hour,minute,second,cs); 
filename :='c:\output\'+ 

twochar{day)+ 
twochar{month)+ 



twochar(hour)+ 
twochar(minute)+ 
'. wr1'; 

assign(results,filename); 
rewrite (results); 
writeln(results,'file: ',filename); 
end; 

procedure typeresults; 
var character:char; 
begin 
close(results); 
reset(results); 
clrscr; 
while not eof(results) do 

begin 
read(results,character); 
write(character); 
end; 

close(results); 
append(results); 
wait(5); 
end; 

procedure header; 
var p : integer; 
begin 
write(results,' T P 
for p := 1 to nrofpeaks-1 

write(results,' K 
writeln(results); 
write(results,' oe torr 
for p:=1 to nrofpeaks-1 do 

write(results,' 
writeln(results); 
end; 

procedure printrate; 
begin 

rate'); 
do 

rate'); 

m=',mass[0]:3:0); 

m=',mass[p]:3:0); 

if position mod 5 =0 then writeln; 
write(position:3,':',maxrate[position]:8,' '); 
end; 

procedure storedata; 
begin 
write(results,temp:4:1,' ', 

press.dv:5:1,' ', 
intensity[0]:6:2); 

for p:=1 to nrofpeaks-1 do 

end; 

write(results,k[p]:S,' ',intensity[p]:6:2); 
writeln(results); 

function adconversion(channel:byte):real; 
var lodata,hidata :byte; 

i:longint; 
sum:real; 

begin 
port[adcontrol]:=128; 
port[adchansel]:=channel; 
sum:=O; 
for i:= o to 999 do 



begin 
port[adstart]:=O; 
ready:=false; 
repeat 

status:=port[adstatus] and 128; 
ready:=(status=128); 
until ready; 

lodata:=port[addatalo]; 
hidata:=port[addatahi]; 
sum:=sum+gainad*(lodata+256*hidata); 
end; 

adconversion:=sum/1000; 
end; 

function get(probe:device):real; 
begin 

case probe of 
tgprobe 
tbprobe 
pprobe 
end; 

end; 

. . 
get:=gaintgas *adconversion(O)+offstgas; 
get:=gaintbath*adconversion(1)+offstbath; 
get:=gainpress*adconversion(2)+offspress; 

procedure send(controller:device;value:real); 
var data:integer; 

begin 
case controller of 

end; 

quadO begin 
data:=trunc(totgainO*value+totoffsO); 
if data<O then data:=data+4096; 
port[dacohi]:=data div 256; 
port[dacOlo]:=data mod 256; 
end; 

quad1 : begin 
data:=trunc(totgain1*value+totoffs1); 
if data<O then data:=data+4096; 
port[dac1hi]:=data div 256; 
port[dac1lo]:=data mod 256; 
end; 

te begin 
data:= trunc(totgain2*value+totoffs2); 
port[ioporta]:=not(data); 
end; 

fc begin 
data:= trunc(totgain3*(value+totoffs3)); 
port[ioportc]:=221 xor data; 
end; 

valve begin 
if value=O then data:=254 else data:=O; 
port[ioportb]:=port[ioportb] and 1+data; 
end; 

switch begin 

end; 

if value=O then data:=1 else data:=O; 
port[ioportb]:=port[ioportb] and 254+data; 
end; 

procedure settemp; 
var begintemp,endtemp :real; 

i : integer; 



begin 
send(tc,tbath.dv); 
repeat 

send(switch,l); 
wait(lO); 
begintemp:=get(tgprobe); 
send(switch,O); 
wait(900); {15 min} 
send(switch,l); 
wait(lO); 
endtemp:=get(tgprobe); 
send(switch,O); 
until abs(endtemp-begintemp)<tgasmargin; 

tgas.dv:=endtemp; 
end; 

procedure checktemp; 
begin 
tgas.mv:=get(tgprobe); 
if abs(tgas.mv-tgas.dv)>tgasmargin then 

begin 
write('the temperature bas changed: press return to continue'); 
repeat {nothing} until readkey=chr(lJ); {lJ=[enter]} 
end; 

end; 

procedure setpress; 
begin 
with press do 

begin 
mv:=get(pprobe); 
if (mv>150) or (mv<lO) then 

begin 
send(valve,O); 
send(fc,O.l); 
writeln('pressure incorrect'); 
writeln('press return to continue'); 
repeat { nothing} until readkey=chr(lJ); 
exit; 
end; 

if mv>dv+pmargin then 
begin 
send(valve,l); 
repeat begin mv:=get(pprobe); 

write(mv:5:1,' ');end until mv<=dv; 
send(valve,O); 
end; 

if mv<dv-pmargin then 
begin 
send(fc,9); 
repeat 

mv:=get(pprobe); 
write(mv:5:1,' '); 
until mv>dv; 

send(fc,flow); 
end; 

end; 
writeln; 
end; 

procedure checkpress; 
begin 
with press do 



begin 
mv:=get(pprobe); 
if mv>dv+pmargin then flow:=flow-0.1; 
if mv<dv-pmargin then flow:=flow+0.1; 
if flow <0.1 then flow:=0.1; 
if flow >0.5 then flow :=0.5; 
send(fc,flow); 
end; 

end; 

procedure menu; 
var headerchanged:boolean; 
begin 
choice:=' '; 
headerchanged:=false; 
repeat 

clrscr; 
tgas.mv:=get(tgprobe); 
tbath.mv:=get(tbprobe); 
press.mv:=get(pprobe); 

writeln ('peak A:mass B:corr C:selnumb D:seltimeout E:intnumb intensi 
for p := o to nrofpeaks-1 do 

writeln(p: 3,' ', 
mass[p]:5:1,' 
correction[p]:3:1,' 
selnumb[p] :5,' 
seltimeout[p]:5,' es 
intnumb[p]: 5,' 
intensity[p]:9,' ' 
k[p]:9); 

START'); 
writeln; 
writeln ( '0) 
writeln ( '1) 
writeln ('2) 
writeln ('3) 
writeln ( '4) 
writeln ( '5) 

temperature: •,temp:5:1,' °C',tgas.mv:5:1); 

writeln ( '6) 
writeln ( '7) 

pressure : ' , press. dv: 5: 1, ' torr, ' , press. mv: 5: 1, ' (m' 
number of peaks ',nrofpeaks:3); 
start automatic input'); 
valvestate •,valvestate); 

intensity timeout 
bath temperature 

send(valve,valvestate); 
',inttimeout:5,' es'); 
•,tbath.dv:5:1,'(dv) ', 

tbath.mv:5:1,'(mv) '); 
send(tc,tbath.dv); 

writeln ( '8) flow ',flow:5:1); 
writeln ('9) QUIT'); 
writeln; 
writeln ('S)how results'); 
if automatic then readln(commands,choice) 

el se 

case choice of 
'0': begin 

begin 
write( 'choice 
end; 

'); choice:=readkey; writeln(choice); 

writeln('to start press "O" again, else press "*"'); 
choice:=readkey; 
end; 

'1': begin 
write('temperature ');readln(commands,temp); 
tbath.dv:=temp; 
send(tc,tbath.dv); 
end; 

'2': begin 



repeat 
write('pressure: ');readln(commands,press.dv); 
until press.dv<lSO; 

end; 
1 3 1 : begin 

nrofpeaks:=O; 
while (nrofpeaks<l) or (nrofpeaks>lO) do 

begin 
write( 1 number of peaks: 1 );readln(commands,nrofpeaks); 
end; 

end; 
1 4 1

: begin 
writeln 

( 1 to start automatic input press "4" again, else press "*" 1
); 

choice:=readkey; 
if choice= 1 4 1 then 

begin 
automatic:=true; 
close(commands); 
assign(commands, 1 com.pas 1 ); 

reset(commands); 
fileposition:=O; 
end; 

end; 
1 5': begin 

write( 1 valvestate (0/1) : 1 );readln(valvestate); 
end; 

1 6 1 : begin 
write{ 1 intensity timeout: 1 );readln(commands,inttimeout); 
end; 

1 7 1 : begin 
write( 1 bath temperature: 1 );readln(commands,tbath.dv); 
end; 

1 8 1
: begin 

write( 1 flow: 1 );readln(commands,flow); 
send(fc,flow); 
end; 

1 9 1
: begin 

writeln( 1 to quit press "9" again, else press "*" 1
); 

choice:=readkey; 
end; 

1 a 1 : begin 
if automatic then readln(commands,p) 

else repeat 

mass[p):=O; 

write( 1 peak: 1 );val(readkey,p,code); writeln(p); 
until (code=O) and (p<nrofpeaks); 

while (mass[p]<=O) or (mass[p]>lOOO) do 
begin 
write( 1mass: 1 );readln(commands,mass[p)); 
end; 

headerchanged:=true; 
end; 

1 b 1 : begin 
if automatic then readln(commands,p) 

else repeat 
write( 1 peak: 1 );val(readkey,p,code); writeln(p); 
until (code=O) and (p<nrofpeaks); 

write ( 1 correction: 1 );readln(commands,correction[p]); 
end; 

1 c 1 : begin 
if automatic then readln(commands,p) 

else repeat 
write( 1 peak: 1 );val(readkey,p,code); writeln(p); 



until {code=O) and {p<nrofpeaks); 
write{'selection number: '); 
readln{commands,selnumb[p]); 
end; 

'd': begin 
if automatic then readln{commands,p) 

else repeat 
write{'peak: ');val{readkey,p,code); writeln{p); 
until {code=O) and {p<nrofpeaks); 

write{'selection timeout: '); 
readln{commands,seltimeout(p)); 
end; 

'e': begin 
if automatic then readln{commands,p) 

else repeat 
write{'peak: ');val{readkey,p,code); writeln{p); 
until {code=O) and {p<nrofpeaks); 

write{'intensity number: ');readln{commands,intnumb[p)); 
end; 

's': typeresults; 
'!': if automatic then 

begin 
fileposition:=fileposition+1; 
choice:=start; 
end; 

'#': begin 
automatic:=false; 
close{commands); 
assign{commands,''); 
reset{commands); 
end; 

end; 
until {choice=start) or {choice=quit); 
if headerchanged then header; 

end; 

procedure bubblesort; 
var 
x:real; 
i,y:integer; 
swapped:boolean; 

begin 
repeat 

swapped:=false; 
for i := 1 to 19 do 

if maxrate[i)<maxrate[i-1] then 
begin 
swapped:=true; 
x:=maxrate[i]; 
maxrate[i]:=maxrate[i-1]; 
maxrate[i-1):=x; 
y:=maxpos[i]; 
maxpos[i]:=maxpos[i-1]; 
maxpos[i-1]:=y; 
end; 

until not swapped; 
end; 

procedure pulsecount {numb,timeout:word); 

var countlo,counthi,timelo,timehi:integer; 
begin 



cntstart[1).lo:=numb mod 256; 
cntstart[1].hi:=numb div 256; 
cntstart[2].lo:=timeout mod 256; 
cntstart[2].hi:=timeout div 256; 
port[tccontrol):=masterreset; 
port[tccontrol):=pointmmode; 
port[tcdata]:=mmode.lo; 
port[tcdata]:=mmode.hi; 
for counter := 1 to 2 do 

begin 
port[tccontrol]:=pointcmode[counter); 
port[tcdata):=cmode[counter).lo; 
port[tcdata):=cmode[counter].hi; 
port[tccontrol]:=pointload[counter); 
port[tcdata):=cntstart[counter].lo; 
port[tcdata):=cntstart[counter].hi; 
end; 

port[tccontrol]:=load12; 
port[tccontrol):=arm12; 
ready:=false; 
elapsed:=false; 
break:=false; 
time:=O; 
status:=O; 
while not ready and not elapsed and not break do 

begin 
if keypressed then break:= (readkey=chr(13)); 
port[tccontrol]:=pointstatus; 
status:=port[tcdata) and 6; 
ready:=(status=2); 
elapsed:=(status=4) or (status=6) ; 
end; 

port[tccontrol):=savedisarm12; 
port[tccontrol):=pointhold[1]; 
countlo:=port[tcdata); 
counthi:=port[tcdata]; 
count:=numb-(countlo+256*counthi); 
port[tccontrol):=pointhold[2]; 
timelo:=port[tcdata]; 
timehi:=port[tcdata); 
time:=timeout-(timelo+256*timehi); 
pulsecountok:=ready and (time<>O); 
end; 

procedure select; 
begin 
for position := 0 to 19 do 

begin 
send(quad1,position/20); 
pulsecount (selnumb[p),seltimeout[p]); 
if pulsecountok then maxrate[position) :=100*(selnumb[p)/time) 

else maxrate(position):=O; 
maxpos[position):=position; 
printrate; 
end; 

bubblesort; 
if maxrate(14)>0 then 

begin 
for i:= 14 to 19 do 

begin 
send(quad1,maxpos[i]/20); 
pulsecount(selnumb[p),seltimeout[p]); 



if pulsecountok then 
maxrate[i]:=maxrate[i]+100*(selnumb[p]/time); 

end; 
bubblesort; 
if maxrate(19]/maxrate[16]>2 then maxrate(19]:=0; 
if maxrate(18]fmaxrate[15]>2 then maxrate[18]:=0; 
selectok:=true; 
bubblesort; 
end 

el se 
selectok:=false; 

end; 

function measure:real; 
var intensity:real; 
begin 
measureok:=true; 
intensity:=O; 
for i := 0 to 15 do maxrate[i]:=O; 
for i := 16 to 19 do { real measurement } 

begin 
send(quad1,maxpos(i]/20); 
pulsecount (intnumb(p],inttimeout); 
if pulsecountok then 

begin 
maxrate[i]:=100*{intnumb(p]/time); 
writeln{ 1 pos: 1 ,maxpos(i]:2, 

end 
el se 

1 rate: 1 ,maxrate[i):8); 

if not break then 
begin 
maxrate(i):=100*{count/inttimeout); 
writeln{ 1 pos: 1 ,maxpos(i):2, 

1 rate: 1 ,maxrate(i]:8, 1 counting not finished! 1
); 

measureok:=false; 
end 
el se 
begin 
measure:=O; 
exit; 
end; 

end; 
center:=O; 
sum:=O; 
for i := 16 to 19 do 

begin 
center:=center+maxpo~[i]/4; 
sum:=sum+maxrate[i]; 
end; 

writeln{center); 
correction(p]:=correction(p)+{center-10)/20; 
maxerror:=O; 
for i := 16 to 19 do 

begin 
error(i]:=abs(sum/4-maxrate(i]); 
if error(i]>maxerror then 

begin 
maxerror:=error[i]; 
worstmeasurement:=maxrate[i]; 
end; 

end; 

if measureok then measure:=sum-worstmeasurement 



else measure:=-l*(sum-worstmeasurement); 
writeln; 
end; 

tunetion peakintensity:real; 
begin 
send(quad0 1 mass[p]-0.5+correction[p]); 
writeln (' mass: 1

1 mass[p]:5:1 1 

'correction: 1
1 correction[p]:3:1 1 

'pressure: 1
1 press.dv:5:1 1 

'temperature: 1
1 temp:5:1); 

{ repeat select until selectok or break;} 
select; 
peakintensity:=O; 
writeln; 
if selectok then 

begin 
peakintensity:=measure; 
end; 

end; 

{ ******************************MAIN PROGRAM****************************** } 
begin 

initialization; 
send(fc 1 flow); 
send(valve 1 valvestate); 
openresults; 
menu; 

{ settemp;} 
while choice<>quit do 

begin 
clrscr; 
setpress; 
for p := o to nrofpeaks-1 do 

begin 
intensity[p]:=peakintensity; 
if (p>O) and ((intensity[p-l]*press.dv)<>O) then 

k[p]:=intensity[p]/(intensity[p-l]*press.dv) 
else k[p]:=O; 

Wr i te ln ( Ik : I 1 k [ p] : 9 1 I 1 

'intensity: 1
1 intensity[p]:9:2); 

end; 
if not automatic then 

begin 
writeln('press return to continue'); 
repeat { nothing} until readkey=chr(13); 
writeln; 
end; 

storedata; 
checkpress; 
typeresults; 

{ checktemp;} 
menu; 
end; 

close (results); 
end. 


